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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The alkanolalllnes are the most generally accepted and 
widely used of the many available solvents tor the removal 
ot hydrogen sulflde and carbon d1oxide fro• natural ana 
manufactured gas streams. !beir introduction into the gas 
sweetening industry is credlted to Bottoms (1) who obtained 
a patent 1~ 1930 covering their use for sweetening natural 
gas. The aain reason for the popularity of these solvents, 
especiallY monoethanolaatne (M£A) and diethanola•1ne (DEA), 
is their reactivity. Also, these solvents are available at a 
comparatlv~ly low cost. 
Several amine sweetening processes have been described 
in detail (11,29) but for iaproved equipment design, better 
knowledge ot the equilibtlUIIl betweer. the acid gases and eth-
anolamine solutions ts reQuired. 
Several investigators have measured hydroger sulfide 
and carbon dioxide solubility in ~thanola•ine solutions. 
Much of this experiaental work, however, bas liflited utility 
for design because the concentration and temperature ranges 
of the data are too narrow, the data are not consistent with 
other independent work and/or tne data are for only hydrogen 
1 
2 
sultide or onJy carbon dioxtde, but not for mixtures ot the 
two acid gases. The engineer ts often at a loss as to a way 
to proceed in estiaating Ethanolamine-acid yas equilibr1uu 
and required aw1ne teed solution to be circulated to treat a 
given feed gas. Stringent limits on allowable eaissions ot 
hydro~en sulfide are now commc~ly enforced. the pollut1o~ 
abatement equipment designer 11~ds only severely limited 
information at the very low loadings encountered at the top 
of a con tac tor. 
The traditional approach ot using mass transfer coeffi-
cients to destgn H2s-co2-t:tnano1aa1ne absorption systems met 
wtth limited success. Tnis 1s not surprising s1nce amines 
are known to react chemically wtth H2S and C02. The equili-
brium solubiltty of either actd gas is a function of temper-
ature, hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide partial pressures 
in the vapor phase, aaine typ-e, and amine concentrattor. ir 
the liquid p~ase. The interactive relationships between 
these variables would be very difficult to describe through 
a staple ~ass transfer coatt1c1ent. 
In an ettort to descrlbe the vapor-liq~id equtlibriua 
of an E t.hanolam.tne- H2S-CO 2- water system soae models have 
been proposed .in the last five years (13,141 16). One ot the 
Objectives of this work is to e.xawine some ot the models 
which use chemical reaction equ1libriua as a aea~s of pred-
icting vapor-liquld equillbrtu• data for ethanolawine solu-
tions. An alternate moae1 was developed and tested tor 
3 
selectad a•ines v1z. monoethanolaaine(MEA), diethanolamtne 
(DEA), di-1sopropanola•1ne(DlPA)I and d1glycola•1ne(DGA). 
The ran~e ot applicability of the Kent-Eisenberg •ode! (16) 
was increased to cover other a•tnes and concentration ranges 
than those covered by the ort~tnal authors. 
The design of most a•tne sweetening systews in use 
todaY ls based on "rules of thumbM and the experience of the 
designer~ otten resulting tn gross ~vet design. The present 
day price of energy and tne associated operating expenses 
have put ~ressure on designers to iMprove the economics ot 
actc•gas treatment plants. I•proved design procedures are 
seen as a big step toward alleviating these needs. To pro-
Vide a steP in tnts d1rectlon the reaction equilibrium cor-
relation models were used to develop a process design scheme 
tor conventional gas sweetening units shown in Figures 1 and 
2. A versat1le co•puter progra• was developed to •ake the 
necessary heat and •aterial balances. The program provides a 
qu tck method to evaluate tn e des tgn and opec ation ot a gas 
sweetening unit. The co•puter progra• uses a rigorous calcu-
lation technique and converges all trial and error calcula-
tlon to wtthin·o.os percent or less. 
Obviously, the objective here was also to provide an 
adequate tool for studying other probleas related to the gas 
sweetening area. Predicting steaa consuaption in regenera-
tors, hydrogen sulfide selectivity of various ethanolamines 
and acid gas retention in lean aaines are so•e ot the typi-
cal proble•s that can be solved. 
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CHAPTER 11 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
D~ter•1natton of the sol~billty of carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen sulfide have been 11aele by se·veral investigators 
(21 4,51 71 121 33). However these do not cover the wide range 
ot teaperatures and aslne concentrations encountered in 
Industrial process units. The data tor low acid gas loadings 
(less than 0.1 a ole H2S/•o le am1ne) and low acid gas partial 
pressures (less than 1 aa Hg, H2S) are meager. In order to 
extrapolate outside the range ot existing data, a number ot 
workers have dttempted to correlate and predict the partial 
pressures ot the acid gases·above ethanolamine solutions. 
Most ot these atte•pts postulate that certain reactions 
occur tn solution and propose a thermodynamic aodel for the 
reaction equ11tbrtua. Atwood et al. (6) atteapted to model 
the H2S-H20-ethanolas1ne systew while Danckwerts and McNeil 
(9) considered the equilibriu• of the C02-H2S-ethanolam1ne 
soluttons. Danckverts and ~cNeil (9) . show tnat the vapor 
pressure of the acid gas species is related to the free acid 
gas concentration in the liquid phase by a Henry•s Law rela-
tionship, and the free ac1d Qas concentration, in turn, is 
determined by liquid phase lontc equilibriua. Hove~er, there 
6 
ts substantial lack of agree•ent between the predicted vapor 
pressures and the exper1ment2l data. A possible reason ma~ 
be the nonidealities introduce() by the many tonic species in 
solution. This approach was ~edified by Klya•er (13) and 
Klyamer and ~oleshn1kova {14) tor the H2S-ethanolawlne solu-
tion and the C02-ethanolamine solutions respectively. 
Recently, Klyamer et al. (15) axtended their model to 
the C02-H2S-H20-ethanolarlne syste•• They obtained equa-
tiona relating the partial pressures of the acid gases to 
the composition of the solutt~ns '"d the temperature. In 
modifying the Danckwerts-McNetl approach, ~ent and Eisenberg 
(16) forced tne amine equlltbrtu• constants to tit published 
partial pressure data for the H2S/A•1ne and C021Am1ne sys-
tem. They usad these constants to predict the eGu111briua 
Both these •odels are 
relatively inaccessible. Also, they represent a new area to 
many process engineers because t~ey involve several equili-
brtu• equations, usually non-linear, which are tc be solved 
st•ultaneously by algebraic reduction or some other numeri-
cal technique. These last twc models will be briefly dis-
cussed. 
Klyamer et al. (13,14) postulated that the following 
reactions occur in solution: 
RR•Nti + H20 ----·· ~ - R'RNH2+ + OH- ( 2.1) 
2RR•NU + C02 
H20 + C02 
HCOJ-
H2S 
H20 
HS-
--- _ .... 
~----
____ .;, 
~----
----~ 
.... ----
____ ... 
<-----
~==== 
--- -"' ~ -
8 
HR 1 NH2+ + RR 1 NCOO- (2.2) 
H+ + HCOJ- (2.3) 
H+ + C03= (.2.4) 
H+ + HS- ( 2.5) 
H+ + OH- (2.6) 
H+ + (2.7) 
Here RR'NH represents an a•ine. The following charge 
and mass balances can be written tor the reacting species: 
Charge balance: 
LRR 1 NH2 +J + (H+l = CHC03-l + CRR•NCOO-J 
+ 2CCOJ=l + COH-J + (HS-J + 2[S:J (2.8) 
Mass balances are wr1tten tor eacn of the constituents 
involved in the reacting system. ~ass balances toe the etha-
nolamine, hydrogen sulftae ard carbon dioxide are as fol-
lows: 
l~H•NHJ + CRR 1 NCOO-l + C~R 1 NH2+J (2.9) 
CH2Sl + CHS-l +CS=J = SH (2.10) 
9 
[C02l + CRR•NCOO-J + .[HCOJ•J + £COJ=J =aM (2.11) 
The partial pressure of C02 and H2S in the gas phase 
can be related to the l1qu1c phase co•position through 
Henry•s Law: 
H"C02 : CC02l/pC02 (2.12) 
H"H2S = CH2SJ/pH2 S (2.13J 
In concentration units, the following thermodynamic 
equilibrium constants can be det1neo. 
K 1 11 = ( -y 21 a Y ~ )( CR R • N H 2 + J C OH- J I C RR ' N H J) 
K2" = (Y 2/a2 Y~ )(lRR 1 NH2+JCRR 1 NCOO-l/ 
CRR'NHJ2 pC02 
K3" = ( Y2 I Yw )CH+JCHC03-J/CC02J 
K4 .. = Y CH+lCC03=l/CtiC03-l 
K 5 11 = Y2 C .H+ lCHS-l/C H2S J 
K6" = Y 2 CH+JCOH-J/ 'Yw 
1<"7" = Y CH+JCS=l/CHS-l 
(2.14) 
(2 .15) 
( 2.16) 
(2.11) 
(2.18) 
(2.19} 
(2.20) 
10 
The equ111Drlum constants of the reactions, the inverse 
H enry• s law constants and the aver age ion ac ttv 1 ty c oetf 1-
c1ent 1 which is dependent upon t~e ion concentration~ must 
be known in order to determine the concentration of the 
thirteen species in solutton. 
The tina! expressions used tor prediction ot the par-
tial pressures ot the ac1d gases above ethanolamine solu-
t1ons are given by 
pC02 = (l/K2") ( Y2 /( a 2 \.1 2 )'} 
(z(A" + U")/(a-z-A"-BM) 2 } 
pH2S = <K6"/(Kl"K5"H .. H2S)}t r 2 /(aY )J 
w 
lA"(A" + B")>/{m-z-A"-B"J 
A•• = m-z-8"-(K l 11 1<3"tt"C02/(K2"1(6tt)} (Z/( a(B .. -z))} 
U/( a( B"-z)) :J 
where, 
B" - ftl (X H"C02 ppC02 
A"= liS 
and, 
z = ( RR• NCOo- l 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Equations (2.21) to (l.l3), which contain three unk-
nowns, pH2SI pC02, and z were solved by a numerical proce-
dure like the Newton Raphson methcd. 
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Kent ana ~tsenberQ Hodel 
Kent and Etsenberg (161 11) described the H2S-C02-Aa1ne 
System egu1l1brtum wtth the following equations: 
RR 1 NH2+ 
RR•NCOO- + H20 
H20 + C02 
H20 
HC03-
H2S 
HS-
---·- ..... ~-- --
_____ _.. 
~----
·- -- __ .... 
~----
- --·-·• 
.-----
---- -~ ~-----
____ ,..... 
..,.,. ___ _ 
----· ~ -
H+ + RR 1 NH 
H~'NH + HC03-
tl+ + HC03-
H+ + OH-
tl+ + COJ: 
H+ + HS-
H+ + S: 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Agatn, the equllibrtum partial pressures of C02 and H2S 
were related to the free concentrations of C02 and H2S in 
solution by the Henry's L~w relationship as follo~s: 
pC02 :: H1 C02[C02l (2.31) 
pH2S = H1 H2SCH2SJ (2.32) 
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The mass and charge balance eQuations are identical to 
those used by Klyaser et at. (13). Instead ot using 1onic 
characterization factors as recoaaended by Danckwerts, Kent 
and Eisenberg used the following expressions tor pseudo-e-
quilibrium constants: 
Kl' = [H+JCRR 1 NHJ/LRR 1 NH2+l (2.33) 
K2 1 = CHCOJ-l[RR 1 NHJ/(RR'NCOO-l (2.34) 
K3 1 = (H+l(HC03-J/l.C02J (2.35) 
K 4 1 = ( H + J [ OH- l (2.36) 
K~• = CH+JLC02=J/[tiC03-l ( 2. 37) 
K6 1 z (H+lCHS-l/(HlSl (2.38) 
K1 1 = [H+J[S=J/CtiS-J (2.39) 
The thirteen equations, including the tour balance 
equations are solved to obtain the partial pressures of H2S 
and C02 over solutions at a given coNposition and a particu-
lar teMperature. Any standard co•putattonal technique may be 
used to solve the resulting set o.f non-linear equations. A 
st•pler •ethod is to reduce the eq~ations through suitable 
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algebraic manipulation. Th~ set ot three expressto~s ~htch 
result are as follows: 
and, 
pH2S = {H 1 H2S/(K6 1 K7 1 )l<ACH+l 2/ 
(1 + [ti+J/K1 1 )} 
pC02 = (H 1 C02/(K3 1 K5• U(8CH+J 2 / 
(1 + (H+l/KS + MCH+l/(~2 1 K5 1 C)J 
CH+l = A<l + K1/(K7 + CH+l)J/{1 + M/(~1 1 C)l 
( 2. 4 0) 
(2.41) 
+ 811 + K2 1 K5'/(K2 1 K5' + K2 1 CH+l + HCH+J/C)l/ 
(1 + M/(Kl 1 C)J + K4 1 /{(H+J(l + M/(Kl 1 C))l (2.42) 
where, 
A = M S - pH2 S/ H• H2S 
8 .:: M a - pC02/H 1 C02 
and, 
C - 1 + CH+J/Kl 1 + pC02K3 1 /(K2 1 H1 C02CH+l) 
Equations (2.40) to (2.42) are easier to solve necause 
they con tat~ only 3 unknot.tns. 
Kent and Eisenberg (17) report that they tested the 
model by uslng published constants. They failed to get a 
qood match ot the published data. 
Consequently, they dec .toed to accept all the published 
constants (other than Kl and K2) and deter•ined Kl a~d K2 b~ 
1~ 
forcing a fit with the expert•ental data. The values of Kl 
and K2 were obtained tor the si•ple systems 
C02-H20-Ethanola•1ne and H 2S-H 20- ethanolamine and were us eo 
to predict the partial pressures tor the aixed syste• 
H2S-C02-H20-Ethanola111ne. As reported by Moshfeghtan et al. 
(18) and Jent and Eisenberg (16) the data comparisons were 
satistactory. However, botn Moshteyh1an (18) and the origi-
nal authors tested the performance of the model for only the 
basic am1nes (MEA and DEA). The range of carbon dioxide and 
hydroyen sultlde loadings tor which the coaparisons were 
made were limited ( 0.1 to ~.9 moles C02 or H2S/aole amine). 
Also, Kent and Eise~berg discovered that the fitted pseudo-
equillbriu• constants snoweo an Arrhenius dependence on 
te•perature. 
Subsequent sections ot this thesis give details of a 
new acid gas-ethanolamine correlation model which is based 
on the correct set of equilibrium reactions and includes 
co•parlsons tor ~ew low pressure data. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE ACID GAS-AMINt; EQUILIBRIUM HODEL 
Although aqueous ethanolaMine solutions have been 
extensively used for ~any years for removing H2S and C02 
fro• natural and manufactured gas streams, the relevant 
chealstry is poorly understood. The models proposed by 
Klyaaer et al. (13) and Kent~Eis~nberg (16) as described 1~ 
the preceding sections postulate several che•tcal equili-
brtu• equations. These reactions between amine and hydrogen 
sulfide and carbon dioxide were first presented by Danek-
werts and fi!cNeil (9). ConcJ-usi"Ve laboratory evi<lence that 
the reactions occur as indicated in the toregoing mcdels is 
not available. Most authors see• to tmplicitly assume that 
water ls necessary tor the removal process. Vidaurri and 
Kahre (50) sug~ested recently that the quantity ot C02 that 
is absorbed is pri•arily due to, and limited by, physical 
absorption into the water that 1s present. 
Ascertaining whether or not water is 1n"Volved in the 
che•tstry ot an aqueous system woulQ be extremely ditficult. 
Rece~tly, Batt et al. (19) realizing the aforesaid shortcom-
ings conducted several ex~eriments to determine the dominant 
processes in the MEA-C02 ana MEA-H2S systems. Their invest!-
lS 
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qations are based on stuay1n~ the Proton Nuclear ~agnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectra and ClJ MMR spectra of the reacting 
systems. Thetr laboratory studies indicate that water is not 
necessary for the reactions of H2S and C02 with ethanola-
mines. A brlef literature survey indicates that several 
other investigators concur wlth their findings. Hikita et 
al. (27) deteratned the kinetic rate constants and based or, 
these studies proposed identical reaction aechanisws tor the 
C02-ethanolamine system. Further support to these conclu-
s1ons is provided by Alberty and Daniels (61) who report 
that only a s•all fraction of the CC2 dissolved is hydrated. 
Sad~, Kumazawa et al. (o0) used the sa•e overall reac-
ttons to obta!n tila theory solutions of gas absorption with 
instantaneous and non-instantaneous parallel reactions. 
Their predicted absorption rates compared satisfactorily 
with the measured absorption rates of carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen sulftde 1ntc aque~s aonoethanolamine sclutions in 
a continuous stirred tank aosorber. As confirmed by Batt et 
al. (19), when carbon aloxtde and hydrogen sulfide react 
with eth~nolamine solutions, the 1ollow1ng overall reactions 
occur. 
C02 + 2RF•NH 
H2S + RR 1 NH 
------~ ~------
------~ ~------
(3.1) 
RR 1 NH2+ + HS- (3.2) 
wnere RR'NH represents tne amine (HEA,DEA etc). 
controlling step of reaction (3.1) ~bove ts (19) 
C02 + RR 1 NH ---------~ - RR 1 NCOOH 
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The rate 
(3.3) 
Reaction (3.2) is a si~ple protonation reaction (19). 
To date the reactions as proposed above have not been 
used to prectct partial pressures ot acid gases over alkano-
lamtne via an equllibrium mooel. Since these reactions 
represent the do~inating process in the C02-H2S•H20-A•1ne 
systea an equilibrium model based on these reactions should 
be aore tractable and is e.xpected to be at least comparable 
to any presently available model. 
The aodel tor the equiliOtlum in the alkanolaG~ine solu-
ttons presented here, uses tne ideas of Kent and Eisenberg 
for calculation of the pseudo-equilibrium constants. This 
aodel avolds the major deftctency of the previous models. 
Based on pure tner•odynamtc considerations of cheaical equ1-
librium, that ls the principle of minimum Gibbs free energy, 
(dGt)T,f = 0 
one would expect the new model to give the same results as 
the Kent-E1senoerg •odel since both syste•s of reactions 
have the same set of key components( 1 ) However, depending 
upon the method used to generate solutions of the thermody-
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na111c equations and the manner in which tne equations are 
written, the ~ossib1l1ty exists that the solutions might not 
be unique. That ts, such solutions could be either global 
mini•a or else they might merely be local •1ni•a of the 
Gibbs free energy. Thermodyna•ically the local ainiwa cor-
respond to the so called •etastable states while global 
minima correspond to true equllibrlum states. Such d ques-
tion , while 1mportant, cannot be given a genEral answer 
because tile answer depends upon the shape of the Gibbs free 
energy surface tor the system under constderat1on(~6). Only 
the salient teatures ot the sodel will be presented here. 
Tne main reactions occurring in a C02-H2S-H20-Aa1ne system 
are as follows: 
Protonatton of the amine 
------..:. ~------
Formation ot carbaaate ton 
Dissociation ot carbon dioxide 
I(R•NH2+ + HS• 
H20 + C02 ~=====~ H+ + HCOJ-
Ionization ot water 
(3.4) 
{3.6) 
1The chearic at 
usually called Key 
from othec species 
neglected. 
species involved in these reactions are 
co•ponents ln order to distinguish the& 
which are present in the system, but 
H20 -- -- ___ .,. 'C"'·------ tl+ + OH-
Dissociation of bicarbonate ion 
H C03- ~::::::.::::.:::: H+ + CO 3= 
Dissociation ot hydrogen sulphide 
H2S ~====== H+ + HS-
Dissociation ot bisulflde ton 
HS-
______ ... 
..------- H+ + S= 
lS 
(3.1) 
( 3. 8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
In these equat1ons Rk •NH 1::; the chemical formula ot the 
ethanola11!1ne. 
A rigorous the rmodynaa tc approach to the problem ot 
calculating chemical egutlibrtum in electrolyte solutions 
involves the use ot activitY coefficients for eacn species 
tn solution requiring interaction parameters between each 
species. The activity coetttctents are then used tc calcu-
late the etfect ot coaposttton anc tonic strength on the 
chemical eguilibriu• constants. Such a method has been pro-
posed by Edwards, Newman and Prausn1tz (32) fer aqueous 
solutions ot volatile weak electrolytes. However because of 
assuepttons in their model, their correlation iS not suita-
ble tor concentrated solutions of these compounds. Also the 
ionic entropies or salting out parameters required for the 
estt•atlon bave not been deteratnec tor ethanolammoniu~ or 
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carba•ate tons. To avoid this problem and to ainisize compu-
ter tl~e reQulred tor calculatln~ the activity ccett1c1ents 
of each individual species a more e•picical metboa is used 
to develop the IICdel. The equ111br1Ull celaticns are writter 
ln terms of pseudo-equtliOrlum constants. 
Kj'f'-= ((RR•NC00-JERR 1 NHl+])/ 
([i<R• NHJ.l*(C021) 
Kj \= CCRR 1 NH2+J(HS-]} llCRR 1 NH1CH2Sl} 
K3 = CCH+lCHC03-ll/CCC2l 
K4 = Ctt+l[OH-l 
K 5 = {( H+ ][CO 3- U /( HC OJ- J 
K 6 = (( H + J [ H S - J l I [tl 2 S l 
1<7 = UH+lCS=lJ/LHS-l 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3 .13) 
(3 .14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
( 3 .11) 
The equilibr1u• partial pressures of C02 and H2S are 
related to the free concentrations of C02 and H2S in solu-
tion through Henry's Law as follows: 
HC02 = pC02/CC02J (3.18) 
HH2S = pH2S/CH2SJ 
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(3.19) 
The balance equation~ tor the reacting species are: 
Electroneutral1ty 
CH+J + CRR 1 NH2+l = (I<R1 NC00-J + CHCOJ-J + 2CCC3=l 
+ COH-J + CHS-J + 2CS=l (3.20) 
Mass Balance 
C~~'NHJ + CRR 1 NH2+J + CRR 1 NCOO-l = H (3.21} 
CH2SJ + CHS-J + lS=l =13M (3.22) 
[C02J ·t- CRR 1 NCOO-J + CHCC3-J + CCOJ=J = aM (3.23) 
Here a and 13 are tne mole ratios tn the liquid phase 
(Carbon to nitrogen and sulf~r to nitroge~ respectively) ano 
are the experimentally 11easured concentrations. .A solutioll 
could be atteapted tor equations (1) to (13) using suitable 
mathematical techni~ues since we have thirteen independent 
equations and the thirteen un~nowns, CU+J, pH2S, pC02, 
CRR 1 NH2+J, lRR 1 NCOO-J, CHC03-J, CC03=J 1 £0H-J1 CS=J, CHS-J, 
CRR•NHl, [H2SJ and CC02l 
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The proble• however, is one ot solving a syste• of non-
linear al~ebraic equations. Most alyortth•s prese~tly avail• 
able tor the purpose take a considerable a•oont of co•puter 
tt•e and require good 1n1t1a! 'iluesses. These prcble•s are 
not unco••on to non-linear •ethcds. However, tnese were 
further compounded by the tact that some of the species 1~ 
solutions have very low concentrations (lo-15 gaole/11ter) 
as compared to so•e other species (2.0 gmole/liter). 
To avoid such proble•s and especially that ct conver· 
gence, the syste• of equat1ons was algebraically reduced to 
the following, •ore tractable set ot three equations con-
tatntng three unknowns. 
pH2S = HH2S•l*CII+l 2 / 
K6K7tl + [H+J/K7) 
y 
pC02 = HC02*8*CH+1/ 
(3.24) 
<KJ*KS*(l + CH+l/K5) + K2*~6*M*CH+l/(Kl*C)l (3.25) 
and, 
[R+l = ~<[ + K1/(K7 + CH+l~ + 8~ + 1/~ + CR+l/ 
KS + ~2*K6*~1*K~))+ K4/CH+~/ 
(1 + Kl*M/(K6*C)l (3.26) 
where, 
A = B M - CH2SJ 
8 = aM - CC02 l 
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and, 
c 1 + KlCH+l/Ko + K6~2(C02l/(Kl•(H+l) 
Equations 3.24 to 3.26 are easily solved by any itera-
tive method. The "successive substitut1o~" method aescribeo 
by Carnahan (20) was successfully employed. 
ln developing the equilibrium aodel the values of all 
the cissoctatton constants (KJ through ~1) and Henr~•s La~ 
constants (HC02 and HH2S), except Kl and K2 1 were retained 
as obtained troR t~e literature. The value of Kl was 
obtained by fltting the aode1 represented by equations 
(2,4,6,7,and 9)to pure H2S-am1ne data at various tempera-
tures. The value of ~1 obtained as a function of temperature 
was then used to flt the model represented by the group ot 
equatlons(t,3,4,5,and 8) to pure C02-amine data. The tlttec 
pseudo-equilibriua constants show an Arrhenius type depen-
dence on te•perature. A non-linear fitting prograw based on 
the Marquardt algorithm was suitably modified for use. The 
constants cbtai~ed from ~e pure H2S-As1ne and C02-Am1ne 
data can be used to pred1ct tne partial pressures of mix-
tures ot H2S and C02 over aqueous alkanola•lne solutions. 
Co•~arisons between measured and calculated data are given 
in a subsequent cnapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE AMINE PROCESS MODEL 
Although a variety ol alkanolamine acid-gas absorption 
process systems has been in use for the past halt-century, 
no detailed or rigorous calculational schemes are available. 
All availdble ~ethods are either eaptrtcal or are based on 
gross approximations and "rules ot thu11b" (11). Sutficient 
d~ta and operating experience with several ethan<ilamines is 
required to Per•tt a judicious selection <if a treating solu-
tion for a wide range of conditions and process types. 
Again, the choice of amine col'lcentration may be quite arbi-
trary and is usually made on the basis ot operating experi-
ence. Regenerator and absorber heights are otten the result 
of dest~ner reco••endatton or sug~estion. Tne main cause tor 
this lack ot rigor tn alkanolaaine acid-~as absorption-pro-
cess system d~siqn has been tne n~n-availabllity of a relia-
ble •ethod tor prediction ot the vapor liquid equilibrium in 
the concentration and temperature ranges encountered 1n com-
mercial units. 
The need tor a rigorous calculational techrique tor 
designing actd-Yas removal plants has always existed but is 
felt even ~ore today. Some of tne relevant factors responsi-
ble for this are: 
1. With the advent of the Oigital co•puter, 
simulation (or ~athe•atical •odelling) ot 
entire cheatcal processing plants and of 
portions of these plants is becoaing 
extremely popular. Coaputer simulatiofls 
enable the engineer to e~aaine the behavior 
of a plant being designed under different 
operating conditions and with differe11t 
equtp•ent configurations. Siaulattons of 
existing plants are also useful, since the 
ettects of chan~ed operatt~g conditions can 
bE studied without otsruption of the actual 
plant. 
2. A digital computer s1aulat1on of the plant 
could be used to optt•ize the actd g~s 
tre·ataent plant without investing a large 
amount of engineering ti•e• The effect ct 
several variables can be studied in ttis 
•anner. Several operational questions such as 
the etfect of feed co•posttion, feed rate, 
con tac tor and re gene rater operating pressures 
and temperatures and steam requireaents can 
be answered with a good degree of accurzcy. 
From a plant design stanopo1nt such basic 
decisions as process flow scheme variations 
ar.d proposed operating conditions can be 
evaluated within a reasonable t1we. 
J. The ever increasing price of energy and 
associated operating expenses has put 
pressure on designers to tmprove the 
economies of acld gas treatment plants. The 
steam for heating in the regeneration ct the 
astne ts the slngle aost important factor 
contributing to the cost of energy. A change 
in acld gas treataent cheMical could reduce 
clrculatton rate by increased acid g2s 
loading, reduce "str1pp1ny rate" in the 
r e9 ener a tor and ilapr ove the r eaov al of ether 
cont.c:ua1nan ts. 
4· Aabtent criteria and eeisston standards tor 
H2S and other nox1ous 9ases are becoming acre 
str1ngent. Predtcttng conditions at the top 
of the contactor has become increasingly 
necessary. 
5. In spite ot tne coauon usage of a•ine 
treat1n~ processes, there are plants (49) 
whtch do not operate as desiyred, nor as 
predicted by published data. In fact, certain 
a•ine plants with a very high ratio of H2S to 
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C02 in the teed gas are tncapable of meeting 
rigid pipeline specttttications with normal 
des1gn criteria. The pertoraance of scae 
other installations considerably exceeds 
design expectations. In such cases, plant 
expenditure could pr~oabl) have been reduced 
by more precise destqn pre•lses. 
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The acid gas-amine equtllbrium models presented in the 
previous chapters are adequate bases tor designing a 
procedure tor gas sweetening using ethanolamines. Using 
these models a coNputatlonal scheae to provide the necessary 
heat and •aterial balances tor the process could be devlsed. 
Specifically, calculational procedures have been developed 
for tne process rlestgn ot tne contactor, the regenerator and 
the flash dcua. Preliminary design calculations nave also 
been made tor amine-amine heat exchangers, air or water 
coolers and pumps. These process units are put together to 
simulate several flow schemes of acid gas treati~g plants. 
A brief description of sowe ot the Nore coa•on flow schemes 
of acid gas treating_plants follow. 
Flow Systems tor Gas Sweetening via 
A lk anol a1111nes 
The bas1c flow sche•e tor all alkanolamine acid-gas 
absorption-process syste•s 1s snown in Figure 1 • The pro-
cess tlow scheme varies 11tt1e, regardless of the aqueous 
amt~e solution used as the sweetening agent. The primary 
process equipRent of concern includes the absoLber column 
and stripper colu•n, heat exch~ngers, pumps, the separatio~ 
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equipment (flash drum) together with the associated piping. 
The sour gas containing HlS and/or C02 enters tne plant 
through a scrubb8r (not shown) to remove any free liquids 
and/or entrained solids. Th1s ~as is then passed upwara 
thro~gh tne abs~rber, countercurrent to a stream of the 
solution. Sweetened ~as leaves the top of the absorber ano 
flows to a dehydration unit before bei~g ccnsidered ready 
for sale. The rich solutton trom the bottom of the absorbet 
is heated by heat exchange with lean solution fro• the hot-
to• ot the stripping column and then ted to the stripping 
column at some point near the top. The a•1ne-a•1ne heat 
exchanger serves as a heat conservation device ~nd lowers 
total heat requ1re•ents for the process. In units treating 
sour hYdrocarbon ~ases at hlgn pressure, the rich solution 
ts customarily flashed, in a dru• kept at an intermediate 
pressure to re•ove dtssolvea and entrained hydrocarbons 
before stripping. The lean a•ine solution fro• the bottom of 
the stripper, after beiliQ pu•ped through the amine-amine 
heat exchan~er, is turtner cooled by exchan~e with a1r or 
water before being introduced to the top of the contactor to 
complete the cycle. 
The lesn aaine solution 1s cooled to the 100 F tempera-
ture ranQe because higher temperatures result in excessive 
amine losses through vapor1zat1on and also lower acid gas 
carryin~ capacity in the solution because of te•perature 
effects. 
2S 
The rich a•1ne solution flows downward through the 
stripper 1n counter current contact with vapor ger.erated in 
the reboiler. The reboiled vapor <constst1n~ primarily ot 
steall} strips the acid ~ases tro11 the rich solution. The 
acid gases and the steam leave the top of the stripper and 
pass overhead through a condenser where the major portion ot 
the steam is cooled and condensed and continually ted back 
to the syste•• Generally, this water is fed back at the top 
of the stripping colu111n at a ~oint above the rich solutton 
feed and serves to force back aaine vapors carried by the 
acid gas strea• (29). Dependtrg on the quantity ct hydrogen 
sulttde available, the actd oases are either 1ncirerated or 
further processed to aarketable sultur. 
ft~ure 2 illustrates a more coaplex process tor aqueous 
amine solutions. An energy-conservation measure is intro-
duced with this process oy way ot additional heat recovery 
equipment. This aodtftcat1on uses two amine solutions fed at 
difter~nt points to the absorber, a seai-leat solution 
introduced at the a1dpotnt ana a lean solution introduced in 
the conventional •anner at the top of the absorber. This 
process is particularly suited tor treating sour gases with 
a high acid gas content __ abov.:t approximately 30'& (11). The 
liquid stream re•oved from the midpoint of the ~tripper is 
not completely stripped and serves to absorb the sour gas 
with higher acid gas concentrations at the bottom of the 
absorber. The lean solution introduced at the top of the 
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absorber contacts the gas with a lower acid gas concentra-
tion and reduces it to the speciftea level. 
The obvious disadvantage of this process •odiflcation 
is the fact that it may increast the initial costs ot the 
treating plant. The stripping coluan is taller and tbe sys-
. tem ts more complex. In addittcn tne .two systeas require 
separate piping systems w1tn two !ets of puaps, heat exchan-
gers ana coolers. 
A aoditied fora of the oas1c aaine process, which ts 
not shown in Figure ~ consists of d1v1d1no the lean SQlution 
before introduction into the atsQrDer into two ~nequal 
streams. The larger stream is fed to tne aiddle ot the 
absoroer while the smaller strea• 1s circulated to the top 
of the column. [n cases wnere ~ases oi h1on acid gzs con-
centration are treated, this sche•e aay be more eco~oaical 
than the basic sche11e for two re~sans ( d The diameter ot 
the top section ot the aDsorber ~ill be appreciably smaller 
than that of the bottom section. (b) rne lean sclution 
stream ted to tne middle of tne 
cooled to as low a temperature 
top ot the column, resulting 
surtace (29). 
~bsorbe I aay not havE to be 
a! the streaa flowing to the 
in reduction of heat exchange 
The Amine Process Model can s1mulzte any ot the pro-
cesses outlined above. In ordet to tectlitate addlno or 
deleting of process units, the prcgraa w~s set up tn a aodu-
lar form. The design details ot the aajor process urits of 
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the Amine Process Hodel ana the methods ot computation are 
discussed below. 
Absorption Colu•n Calculations 
The mathematical formulation of absorption wtth chemi-
cal reaction is exceedtnq!y complex. The literature is 
replete with empirical c~rrelattons between absorption coef-
ficients and tray efficiency aata, for application to prac-
tical proolems 1n plant destgn. 
ProbablY the •ost comprehensive theoretical treatment 
ot absorption of C02, H2S a11d carbonyl sulfide (COS) in 
solutions ot alkalis and am1nes has been presented oy Danek-
werts and Sharma (51,52). Huch data on the subject, availa-
ble up to 1966 are reviewed ana design procedures based on 
funda•ental concepts are proposed. Although the design meth-
ods are cons 1der ed to be sound in principle, Danckwer ts and 
Shar•a recognize that aad1t1onal fundamental information 
will have to be obtained before rigorous design prccedures 
can be developed. 
Rosen (57), Love (58) and Fitzgerald and Richardson 
(49) have preserted a settes ct charts whtch can be used to 
~utckly and conveniently estimate equipment sizes and pro-
cess conditions to~ ~any Amine sweetening operations. These 
are based on gross approxieattons and simplttytng ass~mp­
tions. Moreover, their can~e ot ~sefulness is severely lim-
ited. The solubility of e1tber C02 or H2S in MEA solutions 
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is a strong function of the concentration of both solutes in 
th~ MEA solution. The absorption behavior ot one solute 
cannot be detined without knowing the amount of the other 
solute absorbed at any particular stage u~der consideration. 
As a consequence the conventional graphical •ethods are not 
applicable, even though the gas phase is not highly concen-
trated in C02 and H2S. 
The major process variables to be considered in amlne 
absorber aesi~n calculations are: 
1. Amine solution rate 
2. Colu11n te•peratures 
3. Absorber column-diameter and, 
4. Absorber height or nu•ber ot trays. 
In the approach of this thesis, the 
assu•ed to be filled with tneorettcal trays • 
contactor is 
This analysis 
ot the separation process assu•es that co•plete equillbrlum 
ts attained bet111een the proauct streaas from each stage. The 
co•vutattons may be corrected tor the lack of equilibrium as 
a ttnal step. 
~~11&a1!~ ~! H1~1au& &aiD~ klt~ulali~D 
Ra.le 
The condition for mintsuw solv~nt rate (or infinite 
sta~es) is established bY postulating 
the phases at tne bottoll (or rlch end) 
equilibrium between 
of the cclumn. The 
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l1~1tlng "pinch" ~ust occur at that end of the cclumn since 
the inlet amine solute loadings are specified and since ~he 
equllibriua C02 and H2S partial pressures rise rapldly Wlth 
increasing solution concentrations ~ • These conditions are 
shown in Figure 4 • Figure 4 (b) corresponds to a tr1~1a1 
case since the Y A, out, XA ,in end of the absorber is to tall~ 
spec11ied and is dlso where the pinch occurs. Figure 4 {a} 
is the uset~l condition, s1nce it corresponds to a ptnch at 
the end o t tne case ade wn ere one Gf the co11centrat1ons is 
not spec 1f 1 ed. 
In order to compute tne equilibrium conditions at the 
rich end ot the tower we need to deter•ine the effluent 
aatne solution temperature. These equll1br1um cowputations 
involve trial and error 1n teeperature and a•ine loadings. 
The computational approach used is as follows. 
1. Calculate total heat of absorption, 6 Hr 
2. Calculate heat pickup by ~weet gas in passing 
through the absoroer, 6 Hinert 
3. Assume an outlet temperature of Amine, 
TAm, out 
4. An overall enthalpy balatce, provides the 
circulation rate: 
Cr,A.m = (t-Hr t:. Hinert)/ 
LCp,A~ (tA• 1 out 1A•1 ln)J 
1 A prel1•1nary calc~1at1on neeos to check that the spe-
cification of ~as effluent and amine inlet do not exceeo 
equilibrtusa at the top of the coluMn. Th~t is, the partlal 
pressures ot C02 and H2S ot the lean aM1ne to the top ot the 
contactor should be less than the specified effluent gas 
partial pressures. 
5. Use tne overall •atertal balance to obtain 
etf!uent aaine solute loacings: 
aout = a1r + YC02/Cr 
Bout = Btn + YH2S/Cr 
6. Use r•m,out and the eftluent aatne 
concentrations of C02 and H25 to predict the 
partial pressures ot C02 and H2S. 
7. Check to see 1t the calculated part121 
pressures in step 6 are equal to the actual 
partial pressures ot C02 and H2S in the inlet 
gas. Repeat froa step 3 till convergence. (A 
recursive relatton outltned in Appendix C ~as 
used to estiaate the new guess ot outlet 
temperature of a•tne) 
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An alternate approacn, whlch gives slightly different 
results but ts coaputationally auch easter to i•pleaent ts 
as outlined below: 
1. Calculate the total heat of absorption, AHr 
2. Assume an outlet te•perature ot aaine 
TA•,out. 
3. The assuaed rich a•1ne temperature ano the 
partial pressures ot the acid gas coaponents 
in tne entering gas streaa are used to 
calculate the rich aatne loadings via the 
Acid-Gas Amine ~quilibrlu• Model. 
4. An acta gas co•ponent balance around the 
absorption tower, 
aout = alr + YC02/Cr 
Bout = Stn + YB2S/Cr 
provides the circulatton rate. 
5. An overall enthalvv balance is used to check 
the assumed te•pecatures of rich a•tne. 
Hr = Cr(TA•,out - TA•1 1n) Cp,A• + ~Htnert 
6. Steps 1 through 5 abovt 2re repeated until 
the assumed and calcul~ted te•peratures are 
within an acceptaoly s111l.l tolerance. 
Ea.U..m.a.t1Jm ~! lil.e E~ua1lllu;J.u• .S.tlJU 
B..&SIUUAil.eDl~ 
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The composition, temperature! and relative flows ot the 
inlet streams to the contector are generally fixed, as is 
the colu11n pressure. '1'he Gibbs ptlase ru 1e cr1 ter ion of des-
cribing thermodynamic equ111br1u• allows one other vzrianle 
to be set by construction or mani,ulation, naaely tne numoer 
of equilibrium stages. Tn1s var11ble is replaced by c sepa-
ratlon variable, tne concentraticn of ore of tne solutes in 
tne effluent gas. The effluent gas concentration ot the 
other solute must be estimated 1n crder to st2rt tne calcu-
lat1on. Usually the stage to stage calculation is tacili-
tated by the tact that the rEcovery tractions ot both 
solutes in the effluent aaine are quite hign. H ellCI the 
size ot tne estimated solute concer.trat1on in tne etfluent 
gas will nave little percentage liise ettect on the concen-
tration ot that solute in tne effluent arine. 
Investigation of the degree ot approach to equilibrium 
at the tower top is critical. Tne 118Xii1UI allowable effluent 
qas partial pressures of C02 and H2S shoLld be substantially 
above the equlltbrium pressures Oller thE inlet a111ne. Nnen 
not clear whether the H2S concentration cf the gas will fall 
below the maximum allowaole etfluent gas conta111nat1on 
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before the C02 level does or vtce versa, a logical procedure 
is to set both solute 11ole tracticns or partial pressures in 
tne effluent gas at the MaXimum allOM2ble values and run 
cases until tne solute whtch reaches the •axtau• alloManle 
aole fraction last, is known. The estlaated overhead •ole 
traction of tne nonlimitino solutE can tten be adjusted. !he 
aethod of Crynes and Haddox (31) is usee for estt•attng the 
heat of solutton/d ts sol uti on of a eta 9 as ts 1n the aaines • 
• 
tne system a tic ste_pwise procedurE 1s outlined be low (Refer 
F tgure 3) : 
1. Est111a te the over head (top tray) •ol e 
fraction of the ::.olute that t.as not been 
spec it ted. 
2. Est111ate the loac:11ngs c:t the rich a•ine 
leaving the contac tor. (l rough calculation 
based on overall 11ater lal b al !nces provides 
good i ni ti al guesses. ) 
3. Estiaate the rich aatne teapetature (A rou~h 
calcul21tton based on o"erall enerCJY balance 
provides initial guess.) 
4. Co•pute the equ111briu• partld pressures cf 
C02 and H2S over the ettluent a•ine by usinCJ 
the Amine Equilibrium Medel. 
5. A co11p on en t mater1 al .oa larce tor co 2 and H2S 
fixes tne inlet a•tne lcadinos of C02 and H~S 
to the stage. 
6. Estimate the heat ltber~ted by aosorptton cf 
Qases us1n9 the method outlined in Appendi~ 
A, to calculate heats ot dissolution. 
1. An enthalpy balance on tnts stage provides 
inlet amine te•perature. 
8. The calculations are re1=eated, until 
a. the required numoer ot stages has 
been obtained 
P(c02)o 
P(H2S)o 
l'G,o 
( 
~ 
TG,t 
:(C02 )I 
(H2SH 
lAm;o 
' 
Figure 3. No•enclature toe an Absorbat Sta~e 
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3? 
y 
A,tn ---------------
y 
A, out (Top) 
Figure 4. Hintaua Flows ~tth Equ111br1ua and Operating 
Linea (a) Useful Case (b) Trivial Case. 
b. or C02 or H2S concentration 
(whichever one is spec it 1ed) is 
under the maxt•~• allcwable 
concentration. (Tt.is ste~ provides 
a good value for adjusting the 
estiaated overhead mole traction ot 
the nonliaitlng solute in step 1). 
Check it the temperature cf tnE entering le2n 
amine iS within some accept!Dly .. all 
tolerance. If not return to step 2a and 
repeat (1 •ethod of generatlrg improved 
guesses for quick convergence 1s desirable. 
The method used in thi! the si! is exp la ine a 
in Appendix C.) 
9. Check tne over all mattrtal bElance. lf in 
error, repeat all steps t roa step 1. 
This procedure was prtllaiily cesiQned tor 
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easy 
adaptation to a quick coapu ter sdut1on. Wtl ere av a 11 able, 
existing equations were used for properties such as vapor 
pressure, heat capacity and der.sity. Tnese, and other 
correlated physical and ther11al property data are also 
included in Appendix A. 
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Stripper C oJ. u11n C a leu lations 
As in tne case of absorbers stripping coluens are 
design&d to use either trays or packing. Principal design 
problems for the stripptn~ coluan include estiaating the 
heat load for tne reboiler, 
and estimating the heignt 
required. 
calculating the column dlameter 
or number of ttays which is 
At the pre3ent tlwe a reliable rigorous technical 
approach to the prediction ot lean solution acid gas load-
ings has not been publish~d ~nd this necessarily has spawned 
a rule-of-thumb approach to the selection of design strip-
ping reQuirements. One of the main factors which hindered 
development ot a proper tneorettcal approach to the proble• 
ot stripping was the non-availability of partial pressure 
data at low solut~ loadin~s or a teltable predictive method. 
In aost amine strtpp1n9 operations heat is supplied to 
the colu•n by ste~m or by a heat •edtum in the reboiler. The 
he~t load i~clude~ (a) sensible heat to raise the tempera-
ture of the feed HOlutton to that of the lean solution leav-
ing the reboller, (b) heat ot reaction required tcr diss~lu­
tton of the acid yases from the aatne, ano (c) the stripper 
colu•n condenser duty which is essentially the beat required 
to evaporate water which leaves the stripping section ot the 
colu•n as vapor with the acid-gas strea• and is condensed 
and returned to ttl e str1pp et as reflux. 
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The quantity of stripp!n~ vapor required depends on the 
solution p~Itty reeded to produce the required product gas, 
the stripping coluan height and the type of solution. The 
ratio, moles water in the acid gas on the top tray ot the 
stripping colu•n ~o moles acid gas on that tray, referred 
here as the "reflux rate," is ~sed in destgn as a convenient 
measure of tne quantity of striPPinY vapor provided. The 
heat requirement tor amine solution stripping is expressed 
in terms ot pound~ ot steam per gallon ot regenetated solu-
tion. 
Fitzgerald l!lnd Richardson (49,59) report that operating 
regenerators clearly deaonstrate a trend towards decreaseo 
stripping ot H2S tro• lean amine sclutions with increase in 
the ratlo ot H2S tc C02. Their data also illustrate an 
apparent as~mptot1c liait to residual H2S stripping trom MEA 
with increased re~enerator heat input. This lia1t is not 
precictable using conventional stripping calculation meth-
ods. 
The coluan c<Jlculations were 11ade based on the follow-
lng assu•p t ions: 
1. The regenerator is assumed to be filled with 
tneoretlcal (equtl1brlu•> trays. 
2. Vapor pressures anc the laws of ideal 
solutions are used to estimate tewperature on 
each stetge. In the stripper the partial 
pcessure of water tn the vapor phase car. be 
calculated fro• Raoutt•s Law where the eoles 
ot each species tn solution 1s considered in 
calculating the mole traction of water. Th1s 
is possible since water generally ex1st5 as 
the principal component even in concentrated 
solutions of electrolyte3 so that liquid 
phase non1deal1ty effects on the partial 
pressure of water are negligible (65). The 
partial pressure of water is calculated from 
it's vapor ~ressure according to the 
following eguatlon 
pH20 = p1 H20xH20 
where, 
p 1 H20 1s vapor pressure ot water 
and, 
xH20 ts 11qu1d phase mole fra~tton 
ot water. 
3. No atte~pt has Deen •ade in the Amine Process 
model to correct for non-ideal behavior in 
the vapor ph~se. At low pressures, errors 
fro• assu•tng ideality are probably less than 
± 5\ (6S) but at pressures of 50 psia or 
htgner, the errors will be greater than th1s 
and serious consideration should be mace to 
correct for non-ide~l behavior in vapor 
phase. 
4. The •ethod of Crynes and Maddox (Jl) i~ used 
for est1mattng the heat of dissolution of 
acid gases in tne aatnes. The method uses 
acid ~as partial pressures to calculate heats 
ot reaction. 
5. The normality ot the lean ami~e leaving the 
stripper remains essentially the same as the 
feed a•1ne. 
6. The devulop•ent of the 
e~uations is purported 
pertor11ance: 
tollowing set ~t 
to describe stripper 
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For the nth theoretical tray in the regenerator the 
component Eatertal balances are written (Refer to Figure 5 
for notRenclature) as: 
C02: L a,n -1 + V a,n+ 1 = La,n + va,n 
Tn-t 
Wn-l 
La n-1 
I 
L,e1n -I 
Tn 
Tn 
Wn 
Tn 
Sn 
Van 
I 
V,e,n 
/ 
" 
Tn+l 
Sn +I 
Voc.1n +I 
v,Hin+l 
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F1gure 5. Noaenc!ature tor Streaas Lea•1n~ and Enter1n~ 
any S tripper Sta(Je 
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tt2S: f .. B, n- 1 + v B,n+ 1 = Lt3,n + V~,n 
H20: ~n-1 + Sn+l + Aw,n-1 = Aw,n + Wn + Sn 
The water associated with aatne remains unchanged by our 
assuaption (5) above, thecetore, 
Aw, n-1 
The last equation reduces to, 
Wn wr-1 = Sn+l Sn 
It sc,n is steam condensed then, 
sc, n - Sn+l Sn 
Since there 1s no accumulation of water on the stage at 
s t e ~ d y s ta t e, 
Wn = sn+l 
and, 
'4ak1ny an entnalpy blllance on the staye: 
AcSc,n + Sn+lCp,w.v<Tn+l 
= Cp, Am (t n 
Tn) 
Tn-1) 
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Finally, the Acid Gas-A•tne Equilibrium Model is 
available to predict the part1a! pressures of H2S and C02. 
For the stripper column, we can etther determine or 
assign the number ot tbeorettcal plates tc be cortatned in 
tne stripper. To start these calculations, 1n1t1al 
assu•pttons ot toe liquid ana vapor rate profiles and the 
te•vecatur e peat lle •ust be •a de. There are 11any excellent 
est111at1ng procedures available for staple aosoroers ano 
strippers (63). The possibility ot having interstage coolers 
or reboilers, Sidestreams, etc., make these estimat1n9 
procedures unsuitable for most cases. Experience has shown 
that toe the ~eneral purpose program, the specitied feed 
solution rate and specttled steam rate are good lnltial 
estimates ot the liQuid and vapor rates respectively for all 
trays in the column. The initial temperature prattle car be 
est1•ated by linear interpolation between the t~o terminal 
te•peratures. The first pass through the stripper yields the 
change in temperature tor each tra~ that would be required 
to bring the energy balance tor each tray into balance. The 
latest calculated teaperature and concentration protl.t.es are 
used to solve the •atet~al and e~ergy balance equatlons. 
The entire process is repeated until the error 1n the 
material and energy balance on each tray and the overall 
energy balance around the e~t1re column 1s reduced to some 
acc~ptably small tolerance. 
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Flash DrUIIl Calculation! 
In absorber operations, wher. acid Qas r •oval ts car-
ried out at h1Qn pressure, apprecteble ,.ounts ot notacidtc 
gases are carrted by the solution tro• tne contactor to the 
regeneration section of the pial'lt. These nonac1d1c oases 
constitute a nuisance if tne actc oases are 1ntendea to be 
used further tor the production ot ary tee or eleaentlal sul-
fur. P~ov1s1ons, therefore must be aaee to separate these 
gases from the solution after it leave! tne contactor and 
Defore it enters the regenerating secttor. To provide a aax-
tmua of vapor disengaging Kea, hcrlzonttd dtsengagtnCJ drums 
are frequently used. The acid gas can be recovered fro• the 
flashed vapor streaa by contecttng tnts strea• wttn 2 s11all 
strea11 ot lean a111ne solut ton in a srall colu•n usually 
installed at the top of the dtsen,a~tno vessel. 
The flash drum is calculateo ustng a standard tor• of 
the equilibrium flash equations. Enthalpy Dalances are 
incorporated to ensure correct te•peratures at the lower 
pressure. For the s!lce ot orevit) there ts no detailed dis-
cussion of the flash calculation techntq~e. 
The major units, absorber, regenerator and stripper are 
calculated based on the foregotro principles. l caaputer 
program to simulate these units eno the entire plant assem-
bly shown in Figure 1 and 2 1s wrltter. ln Fortran IV. l •odu-
lar approach was adopted to dave lop th1 s pro ora• anc:i hence 
it can be easily reorganised ana converted to si•ulate otner 
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!;)lant configurations. Flow sheet1r.g is flexible so far as 
arranQement of individual units 1s concerned. The program 
can be readily adapted as a subro1.1t1ne fCJr equUtDriu• stage 
calculations for other stage sep1rat1on processes. Most of 
the process var1aDles can a1 ther be spec 1fied or calculated. 
A block diagram for the overall progiall 1s incluoed 1n 
Appendix B. The detailed descripttor ot the progra•, 
including internal documentatlon, tlov d1agra•s and tbe mode 
of enterinQ data for the various cptions 1s also 1n Appendix 
B. A sample output 1s also included. 
CHAPTE.R V 
COMP~RISONS ANO EVALUATIONS BETWEEN 
MEASURED ANU CALCULATED 
DATA 
In the preceding chapters, a new method tor prediction 
of vapor-liquid e~u1libr1a in Ethanolamine- H2S-CC2-H20 sys-
tems, and the lu1ine Process Model were developed. These 
models w111 b~ separately evaluated by comparison with 
experimental data. 
The Acid Gas A~lne ~q~ilibrlum Model 
The Acid Gas Amine Equllibrium Model developed here, is 
based on the domtnattng reactions of the 
C02-H2S-Ethanolamine-H20 system and is expected to perform 
better than other presently available prediction mcdels. The 
best and the wost popular of these other models is the 
Kent-E1senbery Medel. In all the co•parisons with experimen-
tal data, a parallel comparison is always made with the 
Kent-Eisenber~ MOdel. 
ln thts coapartson 
Not dl! literature data were examined 
because of the limited scope ot this 
work. However, an attempt was made to examine as much data 
as possible, especially the data published in recent years. 
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As •enttoned oetore in developing the present MOdel two con-
stants (Kl and Kl) were der1ved for each amine type (~EA, 
OEA, DCA, and DIPA) by fltttng the model with ft2S·A•lne-H20 
and C02-~ine-H20 system partial pressure data. «ent and 
Eisenberg report values of Kl and K2 only tor MEA and DEA. 
Also their data are based on data published before 1915. 
Their v~lues were refitted tor improved accuracy, with 
recent literature data for MEA and DEA. Constants were also 
derived for OGA and OIPA. These latter amines did not tor~ 
part of Kent Rnd Etsenberg•s study. Thus their model was 
extended to include these aaines, which are becoming 
increasingly popular in gas sweetening. 
In developing the moaels no individual e~perimental 
points fro• any one source were ignored, even when there was 
wide scatter in the data. Tne same ki~d ot dtttere~ces 
exist between different sources obtained fro• literature. 
Literature data fro• all available sources could not be pro-
cured and tberefore was not used. A differEnt tit of the 
data and consequently a different set of coefficients woulQ 
certainly have been obtained it individual exper~mental 
potnts 1n a given set ot measure•ents had been ignored in 
daveloping the correlation model especially when deviation 
errors from these points dppeared to be radically ditferent 
fro• the •aln set of data. The choice of using smoothed, 
rather than raw data also e~tsts. Clearly different sets ot 
the fitted constants (~1 ano K2J wtll be obtained depending 
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on the ternary system (either H2S-Am1ne-Hl0 or 
C02-Amine-H20) data used to derive them. 
The evaluations of the moael are cate9ortzed based on 
the a•ine type. 
Aqueous monaethanolam1ne s~Iutions were cnce useo 
al•ost exclustvely for ac1d gcs treattllent, particularly in 
high pressure operations but ate slowly being ceplaced by 
other systee~s. However, tnis ts still a preferred solvent. 
It's low molecular weight, resulting in a greater carrying 
capacity 21t •oderate coucentratlor.s (on a weight basts), 
high alkalinity and the ease with which it can be separateo 
fro• the acid gas constituents are some of the advantages 
which in many cases more than counterbalance i~herent disad-
vantages. These fa~tors have contributed to making M€A the 
most researched Amine. There 1s relatively a large amount ot 
data on the solubility ot H2S, C02 and their atxtures in 
aqueous solutions of MEA. Leibush and Schneerson (l) mea-
sured the solubilities in a 2.5N MEA solution at 25 deg c. 
Partial pressures of the actd gases did not exceed 75 mm Hg. 
Muhlbauer and Monaghan (7) aetermined the solub111ty of •1x-
tures ot C02 and H2S in a 2.~N MEA solut1~n at 25 and lOC 
deg C for partial pressures ot the acid gases below 1000 mw 
Hg. Jones et al.(8} mea~ureo the solubility ot atxtures ot 
C02 and H2S 1n a 2.5 N M&A solution at tour te•peratures 
5,0 
between ~0 and 120 deg c at partial pressures ot C02 and H2S 
upto 3000 and 1000 mm Hg. respectively. Lee et al (33) mea-
sured the solub~ltty ot mixtures of C02 and H2S in a 5.0 N 
MEA solution at 40 and 100 c. Partial pressures of C02 
ranged f roll -.0.1 to 810 p Sl a end p art1al pressures ot H2S 
ranged fro• 0.1 to 510 psia. Tbe same authors (34) have 
reported data tor atxtures ot acid gases ~t high partial 
pressures over 2.5N MEA solutlon and co•pared their results 
with two methods of prediction. Incidentally, Otto and 
Mather have rePorted extens1ve aDd somet1ses excl~s1ve data 
on all the amines (HEA, D~A, OIPA, DGA) under consideration 
in this work. The author believes most of their data are 
reliable a~~ accurate. ortent1aes, therefore, their data 
were preferentially used along with data from other sources 1 
to fit the ~odel t9 obtain Kl and K2. Figure 6 sbows a com-
parison ot hydroqen sulfide partial pressures pcedicted by 
the present model and the l(ent-Eisenberg model with data 
froM Leu et al. (34). Th~re 1s good agreement between the 
experimental values reported tn the literature and the 
curves calculated bJ use of the reaction equiltbrJ~m models. 
Figure 7 shows the same comparison for C02 in HEA solution. 
In real1ty the intor•aticn presented in Figure 6 and Figure 
7 ts nothing but a compar1son ot how well the reaction equi-
librium constants Kl and Kl describe the system. The ne~ 
model presented here fits tne ~ata better than the Kent-Ei-
senberg •odel. However~ for tbe H2S data the difterence in 
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the prediction performance lS •argtnal, altho~gh the present 
model gives an excellent tit. figures 8 and 9 shew compari-
sons tor mixtures ot H2S and C02 at 40 and 100 deg C respec-
tively, cases for which the data ~ere not used 1n developing 
the equilibrium constants Kl ana ~2. The agreement is excel-
lent. The same points were used by Kent-Eisenber~ (16) to 
generate similar vlots. The~e have not been reproduced here. 
The sensitivitY of the model to values of Kl ard K2 ana 
indirectly, the data used to obtain them is illustrated by 
Figure 10 which sno~s the predictions for the same raw data 
as ~!S usee for Figure 8 The predicted values ot partial 
pressures have changed considerably but are still within 
reasonable agree•ent. 
Further proof of improved performance of the present 
model as ccmpared to the Kent-Eisenberg model is evident in 
Figure 11 which shows partial pressures ot H2S over 2.5N MEA 
solution as a tunct1on ~~ H2S loading in the ltquid phase 
~ttt parameters of C02 loading. The experimental data used 
as a basts tor cenparison are fundamentally the Jones et al. 
(8) data though so•e were taker fro• Maddox (41) tor easE of 
reading the curves. The aata comparison is favorable though 
at htyh C02 1oad1ng there appears to be some deviation at 
low H2S loading. Figure 12 shows the same comparison tor C02 
partial pressure as a functlon of C02 liquid With parameters 
ot ~25 ltquld loading. Again the reaction eguilibriu~ models 
do an excellent job of predlcttng C02 partial pressure as a 
function of C02 and H2S loading in the liquid phase. 
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Fi~ures 13 and 14 ~how tne same co•partson with thE 
experimental data of Lee et al. (12). Here there are some 
discrepanc tes in the data and the calculated results. How-
ever, esserttallY these same otscrepancies exist between the 
experimental data of Lee et aJ. and the data of Jones et al. 
For this reason, the devlatto~s shown in Figures 13 and 14 
appear to be caused by ditterences in reported experimental 
values rather values rather tnan a weak~ess in the reaction 
equilibrium models. This trend is 1n agreeaent with that 
experienced by Moshteghtan et al. (18) tn their studies. 
The superiority of the present aode!, especi!lly 1r predict-
ing H2S partial pressures, is evident from Figure 13 How-
evec, the prediction capabilitY tor C02 partial pressures is 
nearly the same (Figure 14). 
The data comparisons made abcve are tor the equ1libr1uw 
solubillty of the acid gdses in MEA solutions in the range 
of partial pressures from 1 to 5000 KPa (or 7.5 ta 371 000 ma 
Hg.). There 1s a need tor data at conditions typical of the 
operation ot amine regenerators a~d at the top of amine con-
tactors. Recently, some data were published by Isaacs et 
al. (35,36). Figures 15, 16 a~d 17 sho~ compariso~s for the 
low pressure data at 80 and 100 c. the results fox the solu-
bility of H2S-C02 mixtures in 2.5 K•ol/cu. meter solution 
ace presented in Table I • While neither method can be sala 
to predict the exper1~ental values with absolute accuracj 
both the mode!s are in reasonable agreement. This is espe-
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Clally so 1f we conslder the ~robable experimental uncer-
ta1ntles involved in measuring such low pressures and load-
ings. 
The authors (35,36) clat~ that a coaparison ot the new 
data with a previous extrapolation ot the data obtained at 
higher pressures by them 1n a different apparatus, sho~s ~ 
disagree•ent of upto 15\. Besides there is wtde scatter in 
the experimental data reported oy these authors tor low acta 
gas loadings. Again, •1xture oata comparisons at these lo~ 
loadings, as snown in Taole 1, indicate that the present 
model is at least as good ~s the Kent-Eise~berg model. 
Table II gives ~ummartes ot Geviation errors between calcu-
lated and •easured C02 and H2S partial pressures tor the 
monoethanolaMlne solutions under consideration. These tables 
also compare the Kent ana Eisenberg model with the present 
model. As a yeneral policy soae individual e~~erimental 
points e~ectally at low partial pressures, whtcn produce 
larye deviation errors have not been ignored while computing 
the ~bsolute average p~rcent oev1at1on (AAPD). This measure 
tends to distort the AAPD Vdlues so•ewhat. Ho~ever, ~hen the 
AAPD computed ts radicallY 1n1l~enced by s~ch pcints, a 
reference has been •ade in the table. 
In general, both the models u~der consideration repro-
duce the e~per1•ental re~ults ot the simple systems (i.e. 
syste•s contd1n1ny only C02 or H2S) very well. This ts to be 
expected trom the manner 1n which these models nave been 
TABLE l 
COMPARISON OF THE PR~S~NT WOR~ WITH OTHER METHODS 
OF PRF.DICTION AND EXPE~IMENiAL LOW 
PRESSURE DATA FOR 2.5N MEA 
SOLUTION AT 100 C 
5S 
----------------------------------------------------------pH2S, •m Hg I 
---~~------------~~-~-~-~-~~----~-~~~-~~-------~----------
This 
H2S work: 
K ' Heasuredl This K & Measured 
E* I Work E* 
_____ ... ________ .., ____ <lla_..__ __________ .... ~----------·----------~-------
C02::0.0 0.02 0.4 0.4 0.3 I 
0.06 3.9 3.9 s.3 I 
0.10 11.4 11.4 13.5 I 
C02=0.02 0.02 0.9 0.9 o.s 
' 
0.1 0.1 o.t 
0.06 5.5 s.s f..2 I 0.2 0.2 0.4 
0.10 14.3 14.2 16.5 
• 
0.2 0.3 0.7 
co2.:o.oo o.oo o.o o.o o.o 
• 
0.4 0.4 0.3 
0.02 1.9 1·9 t.s I o.s 0.5 o.a 
0.06 9.1 9.0 8.3 I 0.8 o.e 1.9 
0.10 21.1 20.8 21.0 I 1.2 1.2 2.6 
C02=0·10 o.oo o.o o.o o.o I 1. 2 1.2 1.4 
0.02 J.2 3.1 2.3 I 1.5 1.5 2.5 
0.06 13.4 13.2 12.8 I 2.2 2.3 4.4 
o.to 29.2 28.8 27.8 I 3.1 3.1 '5.7 
AAPOft = 21.~ 20.7 33.0 32.9 
--------------------~~-----~---------------~------~-------8AAPD is •bsolute Aveta~e Percent Deviatio~ 
* K ' E -- Kent and Eisenbetg Model 
60 
developed. For m1xtures, the pcediction of the partial 
pressures by ooth models •orsens with increasing loadings ot 
C02 and H2S and ~ith decreasing temperature. Ho~ever, ove-
rall the new mod~l performs better than the ~ent-Etsenberg 
model. 
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6E 
TAli L£ 11 
SUI4MARY OF DEVIATION ERRORS BETWEEN CALCULATED AND 
MEASURED ti2S AND C02 
PARTIAL PRESSUWES FOR MEA 
Sot.UT IONS 
-----------------------------------------------------------I ASS. A ~G. PCT. DEVIATION 
• ·--------------·--------------· I I H2S I C02 I 
System I No. 
' 
part. press. I part. press. I 
' 
of a~~~--~------~~+~---~-----~---a Remark 
I pts I K ~ t: I This I f( & E I This I 
I I t~odel I I Model I 
----------.--------,+---..... +----------------·---------------... +--------
I I I I I 
MEA•H2S-H20 I I I I I 
at 40 and 100 Cl 32 I 2.8 
' 
1.5 I I -
I I I I I 
M£A-C02-H20 I I I I 
' at 40 and 100 C t 26 • I 19.8 I 18.1 I I I I 
MEA-C02-H2S-H20 I I I 
at 40 and 100 c 31 26.9 
• 
25.9 
' 
44.7 I 39.5 3 
I 1 I 
MEA-C02-H2S-H20 I 
' at 100 c 10 18.7 13.7 s.5 9.2 
MEA-C02-H2S-H20 
at 40 c 20 15.9 10.8 27.7 31.6 
MEA-C02-H2S-H20 
at 100 c 14 20.7 21.5 32.3 32.7 1 
MEA-C02-H2S·H20 
at 100 c 50 39.9 41.4 52.1 52.5 2 
MEA-H2S-H20 
at 40 and 100 c 7 19.7 19.6 
MEA-C02-H20 
at 40 and 100 c 19 46.2 45.7 l and 2 
--------~-----------~----------~------~---~--~~~--~~--------1 - low pressure (< 30 am. Hg) data. 
2 - low pressure (< 30 am. Hg) ra~ data, include several 
points with very high percent deviations. 
3 - Include~ a tew points with very high percent deviation. 
K ~ E - Kent and Eisenberg •odel. 
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Aqueous solutions of O£A tlave been used for a any years 
.for treatment of refinery gases containing appreciable 
amourts ot COS and CS2, bestdes H2S and C02. The low vapour 
pressure of dtethanoJa•1ne aakes it suitable for low pres-
sure operations as vaportzatior losses are quite negligible. 
The S.N.P.A-OEA {29) process ts responsible tor the growing 
popular 1 ty of 0 EA. The s. N. P. A .-DEA process has .been widely 
accepted and ts at present tne preferred choice tor thE 
treatment of high pressure natural gases with high concen-
trations of acidic components especially it COS ard CS2 are 
also prese~t 1n appreciabl~ a•cunts. Younger (41) reports 
that in the last ten years nearly all the new sour gas pro-
cessing plants 1n Canada have either used DEA or Sulflnol. 
Compared to MEA, the solubility data tor DEA are few. The 
most usable collections are those ot Lee et al. (31, 38 , 
42), Atwood (6), Letbush and Schneerson (2), anc Mason ano 
Dodge (5). Recently some wLxture data have been presented by 
Lawson and Garst (39). 
over the range ot temperatures and solution concentra-
tions considered in the coMparisons (up to 1 mcle C02 or 
H2SJ•ole l•ine, and 120 C) the predictions of both the 
models are tn good aqreewent with the data from various lit-
erature sources. The major discrepancy is at the lower temp-
eratures especially at ·0 c. howe~er the deviation ot the 
predicted values of the partial pressure tro• the experimen-
'10 
tal values Shown in Figures 18 and 19 are Sllaller ln the 
case of the ~resent aodel than the Kent-E1senberg Model. 
These figures further support the competitiveness ct the new 
model. Table III provides a s~maary ot deviation errors 
between ~easured and calculated partial pressures of acid 
gases foe DEA soluttons at various temperatures. 
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T AULE III 
SUMMARY OF DEVIATION ERRORS BETWEEN CALCULATED AND 
MEASURED ~2S AND C02 
PARTIAL PRESSURES FOR DEA 
SOLUTIONS 
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--~-~------~~~-----~-~----------~------~-------------------I I ABS. A~G. PCT. DEVIATION 
• ·--------------·--------------1 I t H2 S I C02 I 
Systell t No. I part. ~ress. t part. press. I 1 of 1--------------•--------------1 Remark 
I pts I K ~ E t Thls I K & E I This I 
I I t~odel I t~odel I 
-----..... -------.... ·-------+---- -- -----,-.-----+,_,._._ ..... ._~--------·-·----------
DEA-H2S-H20 
(0 to 120 C) 
0EA-C02-H20 
(0 to 120 C) 
0EA-H2S-H20 
(0 to 120 C) 
I 
I 
• 38 
1 
I 
• 34 
• I 
• 29 
I 
I 
I 
I 20.5 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 32.4 
I 
I I 
t I 
a 24 .6 I 
I I 
I I 
• I 26.2 
I I 
J I 
I 2.3 I 
l I 
I l 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 20.8 I 
I I 
I I 
I t 1 
I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------1 - reptesents data at high loadings 
(>1 mol H2S oc C02/aol amine) 
K & E - ~Ent and Eisenberg model. 
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Dtisopropanoia•ine (DIPA) has been widely usea in 
Europe tor removal of acta gases fro• synthesis gas and from 
refinery g2ses and liquids. lt is used in the ADif process, 
the Sulftnol process and the SCOT process, all licensed by 
Shell. OIPA solutions are reported to be less corrosive tha~ 
MEA or DEA solutions, have a greater selectivity tor H2S 
over C02 than HEA or DEA and can remove COS without exces-
sive degradation of the solution. It is also reported to 
have low ce!,leneratton steam requireaents. 
Few solubility data for the acid gases in DIPA solu-. 
tions have been published until recently. The onl) data pro-
vided are by Isaacs et al. (43, 44). As before t~e vart1al 
pressure data tor the ternary systems, H2S-DIPA-H20 ano 
C02-DIPA-ti2<J were used to Obtain Kl and lt2. Figures 20 and 
21 are the results of fitting tne eguilibrium models. Sur-
prisingly there is very ltttle difference between the pred-
ictions of the two models. Their prediction capability is 
worst at higher acid gas !oadtngs. Thete 1s so~e scatter in 
the data at the lower temperature at loadings between 0.5 to 
0.1 moles C02 or H2S/Ilole Awtne. However, further justiflca-
tict tro• other data ts cequ1red before these data can be 
rejected. 
Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25 show data co•parisons for 
the solubility of mixtures of acid gases at 40 ana 100 deg c 
ovet ~.5N DIPA solutions. Tbe predictions are satisfactory 
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ovec most ot temperature and concentration ranges over which 
data has oeen reported. The present model is seen to be at 
least comparable to the Kent-Etsenberq model, as can be seen 
troa Table IV, which gives su••aries of deviation errors tor 
dilterent sets of data foe thlS system. 
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A2 
The process e•ploying thls solvent is the Fluor Eccna-
mine process. The use ot Dtglycola•ine (DCA) was patented by 
Blob• and Riesenteld (45). OGA is 8 8' -hydroxya•tnoethyl 
ether and has the sa•e •olecular wetyht as dlethanola•tne. 
However, it has the reactlvtty of primary a•1nes wtth a much 
lower vapor pressure than M~l. The cnly source of solubility 
data for thts sy~tem tn the literature is one by Martin et 
al. (46). Sclub1lity data toe •t~tures ot acid gases tn DGA 
solutions are not available. 
Figures 26 and 27 show tne cc•partsons of predicted and 
experi•ental solubility tor the stngle acid gas (~25 or C02) 
syste•s at 100 and 50 deg c. The su••ary of deviation 
errors tor this a•ine ts taoulated in Table IV The agree•ent 
between the •easured ano calculated partlal prEssures is 
reasonable considering the scatter 1n the data. t~e predic-
tions of both models are al•o~t identical. More accurate 
data are needed before any oettnite conclusions can be 
drawn. 
The present •odel ana the Kent-F.isenberg •odel are ade-
quate for predicttny the vapor liquid equilibrium ot 
C02-H2S-Et~anola•1ne-H20 syste•s especially for the te•pera-
ture and concentration ranges coa•cnly encountered in oper-
ating plants. The superiority ~f the new aodel has been 
established in the case of tne baste aatnes (~El and DEA). 
In the case ot the other am1nes the pertormance ot the •odel 
is at least co•parable to the ~ent-Eisenberg •odel. 
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Figure 26. Co•pa[tson of Expertaental and Predicted 
Solubility of H2S 1~ bO\ by Weight DCA 
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TAHLE IV 
SUM~ARY OF O~VIATION ERRORS BEtWEEN CALCULATED AND 
MEASURED H2S AND C02 
PARTIAL PRESSURES FOR DGJ 
A~D DIPA 
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-~---------------------------------------------------------I ABS. AVG. FCT. DEVIATION I 1-.---------.-.--... ·•··------------ t 
Syste11 
I I H2S I C02 I 
I No. I part. press. I part. ~ress. t 
1 ot 1--------------•--------------1 Remark I pts I K ' ~ I Thi~ I K ~ E I This I 
I I tModel I IModel I 
----------------+--·---·-----------------.. +-... --... ---... -------+-------
DGA-H 2S-H 20 
at 50 and 100 c 39 
OGA-CO 2-H 20 
at 50 and 100 C 46 
DIPA-H2S-H20 
at 40 and 100 c 24 
DIPA-C02-H20 
at 40 ana 100 c 45 
DIPA•C02-H2S-H20t 
at 40 C 21 
DIPA-C02-H2S-H20 
at 40 C 26 
DIPA-C02-H2S-H20 
at 100 c 20 
OlPA-C02-H2S-H20 
at 100 C 25 
I 
' I 2J .2 I 
17.2 
40.1 
t I 
I I 
I 23.1 l 
I I 
I I 
I 28.5 
• I 
17.2 • 
40.1 
22.2 
26.3 
31.1 
I 51.4 
I 
I I 
I I 
I t 
I t 
I I 
I 28.8 I 
I t 
I I 
I t 
I I 
I I 
t 25 • .1 • 
I I 
I I 
I tl and 2 
I I 
I I 
I 36.9 12 ana 3 
I I 
I I 
I I 1 
I I 
I f 
I 51.3 12 at1cl 3 
I I 
------------------------------------------------------------1 - The C02 partial pressure was not tabulated 
in literature source 
2 - The H2S partial pressure was not tabulated 
in literature source 
3 - !~eludes a few points with very hiyh 
percent deviation. 
~ & E - ~ent and Eisenoer9 model. 
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Tbe Amine Process Model 
The Amine Process Hodel ~~s developed ln the ~reced~ny 
chapters. The model is based o~ rigorous aathematical calcu-
lations of the heat and material balances. In order to check 
the calculations of the model a ccMpartson with operat1ng 
data in coaroercial installations treating natural gas is 
desirable. However such data are not readily available. 
Moreover, 1ntoraat1on on the conctntrat1on of regeneratea 
amine or the sweet gas composition at the top of the contac-
tor ts seldom available at the accuracy level requlred. 
Plant test oata are often incoaplete and are always diffi-
cult to obtain. However operat1nc; data from a large commer-
cial natural gas treating plant (53) was obtatned. Also 
design data for a qas treating plant using DEA was procured 
from an established consultlnQ ttrm (53). 
problems along with several other commercial 
These sample 
data obtained 
fro• literature will be or1etly aiscussed. The temperature 
and concentration profiles are also discussed fot two dit-
f e r en t c as e s • 
~~~ elJ~l Ual~· Operating dat' tor a DGA abscrber unit 
processiny 216 MHSCFD with an averaye acid gas content of 
5.931 C02 and 4.78t H2S was obtaired (53). the raw data 
obtained over a per1od ot ttme sbows substantial variat1on 
and therefore only average values are quoted here. These 
-----
------
TA Bl. E ~ 
OGA ABSO~BER COMPARISON ~ITH OPERAtiNG 
PLANT UATA 
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~-~-----------------~-------~-~-----~---------------~-----
Absorber spectttcattons : 
Gas in at 90 deg F, 134 psta , 6.23t C02, 7.10' H2S 
6.2N DGl in at 136 deg F wtth loadinys ot 
0.01e0 mol C02/mol OGA, 0.0009 mol H2S/mol DtA 
Sweet Gas spac1f1cat1on = 0.25 gra1ns/1QO SCf (0.0004') 
Solution Circulation Rate = 0.4437 •ol DGAI•ol Sour Gas. 
------------------------------------------------------------Sweet Rich Rlch Theoretical Sdurce 
Gas a•tne Amine Plates 
pp, ••• Hg •ol/11o 1 Te11p. 
C02 H2S C02 H2 S oe~ F 
------------------------------------------------------------
NAI Nl. 0.1537 o. lb 14 190 , Ref (53) 
11.00 182.0() o.ts 52 o. 10 81 186.4 1 APM* 
o.o8 31.15 0.15 84 0.15 20 195.0 2 APH* 
o.oo o. 62 o. 15 e4 O. 1b0 'I 197.6 3 APM* 
o.oo 0.02 O. 15 A4 O.lbO'J 197.8 4 APM* 
---------------------------------------------------------~~-
• APM ---A•ine Process Hooei 
, reported as tray-2 temperature 
~ NA - not available 
1'A!iLE VI 
OGA ABSORBER COMPARISON WITH OPERAtiNG 
PLANT Ol'IA 
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----------------------~~--------~-----~----------~--------
Absorber specitlcations : 
Cas in at 90 deg F, 134 psia , 5.95\ C02, 4.78\ H2S 
b.lN DGA tn at 136 deg F w1th loadings of 
o.oteo mol C02/&ol DGA, o.0009 aol H2S/mol OGA 
Solution Ctrculation Rate ~ 0.4437 mol DGAJ•ol Sour Gas. 
-----------------------------------------------------------S111eet 
Gas 
pp, •m• H q 
C02 H2S 
Ricn 
amine 
1110 1/•o 1 
C02 H2S 
Rich 
Amine 
Tel!p. 
de~ F 
Theo. Source 
Plates 
-----------------------------------------------------------
s.ao 
o.o1 
o.oo 
o.oo 
94.01 
4. 37 
0.04 
o. 01 
0.1504 
0.1521 
0.1521 
0.1521 
o .o e1 
0.101<4 
0 .1 086 
0.10t:!6 
180.5 
186.98 
187.88 
186.06 
1 
2 
3 
4 
APM* 
APM* 
APM* 
APM* 
-------~~------------~-------------------------------------
* APM ---AMine Process Model 
TAttLE VII 
OGA REGENERATOR CALCULATIONS FO~ 
DIFFEREN1 NUMBER OF 
STAGES 
89 
----------------------------------------------------------
S t c ip per p c e s su re is 20 p s 1 a 
(taken to be 22.5 psta at top, 21.5 psta in reboiler) 
Condenser Tellperature, 203 deg F 
Stea• rate, 1.4 lb. steam/yal DGA 
Rich DCA in at 195 deg F with loadings ot 
0.1584 mol C02/•ol D~A and O.lb09 mol H2S/Ecl DGA 
----------------------------------------------------------Theo. Lean 
Stages Amine 
1101/iiiOl 
C02 H 2S 
Ret lux 
Rate 
Lean 
A ~mine 
Te11p. 
deg F 
Source 
-~-------------------~---~-------~-~~-------~~-------------
2 
3 
4 
0.08186 
0 .o 8304 
O.OA323 
o. 00 8·11 
0.00252 
o. 00065 
2. 93 
1.49 
1.01 
256.1 
256.9 
251.2 
APM* 
APf4* 
APH* 
----------------------------------------------------------
* AP~ --- Amine Process l'tooel 
9,0 
values are listed tn Table v anG VI where the aosoroer 
co•parlsons are shown. T.tle r1ch amine loadings cc11pare rea-
sonably w1th the plant data. The amine teaperature profile 
resulting troa the computer solution indicates a bottom 
plate temperature ot 191.8 deg F. This value cannot be 
dlrectly co•pared to the plant data since temperature ot 
only the second tray has been reported (190 F). Neverthe-
less, the walue obtained by calculation see•s satisfactory. 
An intercooler was used, but no operating data wa~ reported. 
To give an idea ot how the rlch amine concentrations ana 
temperatures change, the co•puted values tor 1,2 and 3 
stages are also tabulated. No residual (sweet) gas concen-
trations are reported, these were assumed to be reduced to 
pipeline specifications (0.25 grains per 100 cu. ft. or 
0.0004 Mole1 H2S). The operating amine circulation rate 
(0.4437) corresponds to nearly twice the minimum circulation 
rate (0.24 lh •oles DtA/lb mo.les yas in.) that was computed. 
Tablti V shows computed results for 1,2,3, and 4 stages 
for a different acid gas composition 1n the gas teed. These 
co•posittons represEnt yearly ~alues and thereforE no direct 
c omp ar 1son s are possible. However, the calculated resu 1 ts 
are as expected ~nd show a det1n1te trend ot increasing rich 
aatne concentration and temperature w1th an increase tn the 
nu•ber of stages. 
No stripper data were made available for this plant. 
For illustration, stripper runs were made with amine fee~ 
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concentration the sa•e as ~~t obtained leaving the contac-
tor. The regenerated lean a•tne loadings and te•peratures 
are sh~wn tor 3, 4 and 5 stages in table VII. 
fl~DL ~~D QaJQ. TaDles VIII and IX suaeartze the 
coaparisons of the desi~n (53) specitic~tions with the 
results obtained fro• typical runs ot the Amine Process 
Model. The data supplied oy the cesigner are not co•plet• 
and require the assuaptton of so•e data. The co•partson 
therefore need to be taken only as an indicator of expected 
behavior or pertcraance. 
The cc•partson of the t~c absorber designs 1nd1c•t•• 
so•e deviations. The rich amine loadings estt•ated by the 
designers co•pare well ~ith the aodel calculat~cns. The 
absolute error in the leav1ng aatne teaperature calculated 
by our procedure 1s 3.8 F. Also, the sweet gas coapasitions 
are at the same order ot maonltude; however they are closest 
for ~ theoretical stages. Moreover the degree of absorption 
of C02 is considerably higher tn our calculations. A possi-
ble reason for this is tnat our calculations are based on 
purely equilibriua consid&at1~ns and the nu•ber of s~a~es 
indicated are theoretical stages. Tne value of sweet gas 
teaperature is about 0.4 deg F lower than obtained by our 
calculations. Fro• the aosoroer computations presented one 
might be te•pted to conclude (1) that the separation ts 
relatively st•ple and does not cequire large towers and (11) 
that H2S is •ore dtft1cu1t to reaove to a glven level than 
T A. HL E V I I I 
DfA ABSORBER COMPARISON WITH DESIGN DATA 
Absorber specifications : 
Gas 1n at 90 deg F, 72 psia ,o.e• C02, 2.03~ H2S 
2.0N (20 wt 'l OEA in at 31.6 ae~ F with loadings of 
0.1000 11101 C02/IIol Ot;A, 0,01,00 mol H2SJmol DEA 
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Solution Circulation Rate = 0.1075 mol DEA/•ol tctal gas. 
---~~--------------·-~-~-~-~-------~~~---~--~~---~~---~-
Sweet Rich Rich 'l'heo. Scurce 
Gas amine Amine Plates 
pp, am. Hg •ol/mol Te•P• 
C02 H2S C02 H2S deg F 
--------------------------------------------------------
0.0148 0.303 0.113 0.199 115 Re·t 11 
3.45 14. as 0.166 0.1 62 6 108.8 1 APM* 
0.53 le85 0.1131 0 .1 94 3 110.1 2 APM* 
0.23 0.59 0.173 0 .1913 111.1 3 APH* 
0.23 0.11 0.1139 O.l9ti4 111.1 4 APM* 
-----~---------------------------~-~-----~--------------
* APM ---Amine Process Hodel 
T Atl LE I X 
DEA REGENERATOR COMPARISON WITH DESIGN 
DATA 
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---------------~-------~-----------------------~-----------
Stripper pressure is 2H psla 
(taken to be 26 ps1a at top, 30 psta in reboiler) 
Steaw rate, 1.1 lb. stea•/gaJ DEA 
Rich OEA (2.0N, 20 wt ,, in at 203 rleg F with loadings 
of 0.1652 mol C02/mot DEA and 0.2199 mol H2S/~ol DEA 
----------------------------------------------------------
THEO. Lean 
Stages A•ine 
11ol/mal 
C02 H2S 
Ret lu.x 
Rate 
Lean 
A ~tine 
Temp. 
deg F 
Source 
---------~----~---~-----------------------~---------------
0.1 0.01 6.9ti 252.0 REF 53 
4 o.otJOb 0.01879 6.66 252.8 AP14* 
5 0.0101 0.01542 6. 41 252.9 APM• 
~ 0.00921 0.01337 6. 2ti 252.9 APM• 
7 0.00837 0.01204 6.18 252.9 APM* 
----------------------------------------------------------
* APM --- AMi~e Process Moael 
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C02. Roth ot these deducttons are erroneous and 11eea to be 
revised based on stage ett1ctenc1es. This phe11omenon is 
explained further in the tootnote ~ below. 
The overall co•partson of the "stripper0 oes1gn with 
the plant destyn data· is good except for the lean amine 
loadings predicted by the destyner, which are considerably 
different. Tne leBn amine C02 loadings leaving the stripper 
Pre~1cted by our design method are an order ot magnitude 
less than the design data Vdlue. One possible reascn tor the 
discrepancy •av be the stea~ rate ~sed tn our calculat1ons. 
The deslgners specify a steam rate of 1.1 lb steam/gal solu-
tion, to the reboller, ~nereas in our calculations this 
value was assumed inside tne stri(.per. However the most 
probable reason for the discrepancy is that the designer 
"yuesstlmated" the acid gas loadings. An higher C02 loading 
was apparently ptcted for a conservative calculation ot the 
.a.our calculations assume equtlibriulll stages (100% effi-
ciency), whereas the posslbllity ct using stage efflclencies 
(eg. Murphree) which are constaerably different tor C02 and 
H2s, exists. such data are generally not available and 
their use iS not practical. Thts optior is included in the 
program but its use is left entirely to the discretion of 
the user. On the basis ot tntormatton presented by Kohl and 
Riesenfeld (29) Murphree vapor efficiencies of 15\ tor C02 
and 45\ tor H2S are typtcal. Also efficiencies 1n such 
absorbers can vary ~arkealv with stage location by as m~ch 
as a factor ot 10 or more. Howe~er 1 these etflcienc1es are 
deter~inea to a maJor extent by the rates of reactions of 
the solutes with the ethauola111ne 1r the liqUid phase. Since 
the reaction rate is •ucn !aster in the case of H2S, the 
Murphree vapor efficiency for HlS is expected to be consid-
erably higher. This however, may or may not be true when 
both H2S and C02 are pres~nt. the rate phenomenon affecting 
the efficiencies 1s distinct tram the equilibrium phenomenon 
95 
' 
a•tne ctrcu1at1on rate. Tne te•ptrature of overhead vapor 
fro• regenetatdr ls overestl•ated b~ 4 dey F by our calcula-
t1ons whereas the rebotler te•peratl.lre (or lean awtne te•p· 
erature) is underestt•ated oy 3 deg F. The calculational run 
with tive theoretical sta~es (including rebotler and conden· 
ser) ts closest tn comparison to tne design. The reflux 
ratio (lb •oles steaa/lb •ole acid gas) calculated at the 
top ot the regenerator indicates a cevtation of 101 froa the 
design value. 
Haddox (11 1 41 1 48) has discussed the 
. 
preliainary de81gn of an a•1ne s~eetening plant 1n the fora 
that allows 
estl•ation of the unregen~rdted portton of the aatne strea• 
leaving tne regenerator is used to work out an illustrative 
proble• tn detail. Table X co•pares the example proble• 
results w1th those calculated l.lsing the Astne Process Model. 
As reported in an earlier paper (19) the agree•ent betweer 
the two sets of calculations 1s excellent. The only area ot 
significant dtsayreeaent ts the temperature of the a•ine 
leavtng the contactor. This dltteterce ts undoubtedly due to 
the fact that 1nt1nite dtluttor. heats of reacttor. were usee 
in the book exa•ple while the co•puter prograa generates 
heats of reaction tor eacn stage ot the contactor using the 
a•lne loading and the gas partial pressures that e~lst on 
that stage. 
~------~------------
governing the solubilities (2~). 
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Table XI shows a co•par1son cf the regenerated amine 
residual acld qas co•positton fro• the exa•ple and the co•-
puter proyraa. Two different nu•bers of the~rettcal stages 
are Sho~n for the regenerator tn oroer to provide ~ coapart-
son. With six theoretical stages (plus rebotler) in the 
regenerator there is good a~reeaent between tne two calcula-
tions for the loading in the regenerat~d amine. 
Maddox (11) discusses the prln-
cipal prOblems 1n the destqn ot a stri~per in the form of a 
sample problem. The temperatures in the stripper are 
governed by the operating pressure. Thts source states the 
reco••ended ranges of temperature in the stripper. The 
ranges ot otner paraaeters as used in Industry are also 
quoted. An Amine Process Mode! run calculates values that 
compare well Wlth the indicated range ot teapecatures ana 
aatne loadings of the sample proble•• Table XII cc•pares the 
results of the siaulatlon model witn the sample preble•• The 
reflux ratio calculated by the aodel is tn error by only 6\. 
The resultant error in condenser heat duty is approximately 
12,. The teaperature is overpredtcted by less thar 1 deg F. 
The progra• calculates the voiuaetric vapor flow rate at 
both the top and bottom ct the stripper. As •ay be expected 
and as shown tn table XII the crittcal point tor est1aat1n~ 
the strip~er dia•eter will oe tne bottom. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF AMINE PROCRSS MODEL DESIGN 
CALCULATIONS FOR A CONTACTOR 
WITH A LiTERATURE 
SOLUTION 
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--~------~------------------~---------~------~---~----------
Absorber spectflcattons : 
(;as tn at 90 deg F,900 psty ,2.5\ C02, 0.51 H2S 
2.5N MEA 1n at 122 deg F w1tn loadings of 
0.1215 moi C02/mol MEA, 0.0025 ao1 H2S/mol MEA 
Solution C1rculatton Rate : -0~0811 mol MEA/mol Sour Gas. 
------------------------------------~-------------------~---Sweet 
Gas 
pp, lUI. Hg 
C02 H2S 
Ricn 
a•1ne 
mol/mol 
C02 H2 S 
Rich Theoretical Source 
Amine Plates 
Te•P• 
deg F 
------------------·-----------------------------------------
0.189 
a •. oe 8.93 
o.oJ o.o!S 
O.OJ 0.02 
0.396 
0. 311 
0.3'72 
0.312 
0.067 
0 .o ~1 
0 .o 64 
0 .o 64 
135-140 
127 
130 
130 
1 
2 
3 
Ref 11 
--~-------------------------~---------~---------------------
* APM ---Amine Process Moael 
T AtiLE X I 
COMPARISON OF AMINE PROCESS MODEL DESlGh 
CALCULATIONS FOP A REGENERATOR 
WITH A LlT~RATURE 
SOLUTION 
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----------------------------------- ... ----...--------·------·----
Stripper pressure is 20 ps1a 
(taken to be 18 psta at top, 22 psia ln rebo1ler) 
ste a. rate, 1 1 b. ste aa/9 aJ. MEA 
Rich MEA in at 190 deg F wlth loadings ot 
0.384 ~ol C02/•ol M~A and 0.064 mol H2S/mol MEA 
Theo. 
Stages 
Lean 
A111ine 
110 l/1110 1 
C02 H2 S 
Lean 
Amine 
Te11perature 
deg F 
Source 
--------~-----~-------~-----------~--------~-------------
4 
1 
0.1214 0.0025 
0.1532 0.0056 
0.132 O.OOL2 
240.0 
235.0 
235.8 
Re.f 11 
--~-----------------~----------------~~-------~~---------
• APH --- Amine Process Model 
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TAbLl'. XII 
COMPARISON OF AMINE PROCESS MODEL RESULTS liTH 
tYPICAL MEA STRIPPER DESIGN FROM A 
LITERATURE SOURCE (53) 
Process variable 
Data From 
Ret(53) APM+ 
_______ ._ _____________ ..,_.,__. __________________________________ _ 
Solution Used: 
15.3 wt. 1 (l.SN) HEA 
Rich Solut1on: 
C02 loadin~, •oles /mo1e Aaine 
H2S loading, moles /mole A•lne 
Feed Te•perature, deg. F 
Lean Solution: 
C02 loadln~, moles /mole Amine 
H2S loa~ln~, •oles /mote Amine 
No. of trays 
Stripper Pressure(avg.), ps1a 
Top Tray Pressure, psia 
Botto• Tray Pressure, psi~ 
Top tray Temperature, deg F 
Condenser Temperature, deg f 
Reboiler Temperature, deg F 
R • R. I 
<•oles H20 in A.G./mol l.G. stripped) 
SteaiR to Rebotler, lb. stea~~/gal. S()l 
overhead Ac1d Gas co•.posttton: 
cole C02/mole Amine entering 
mole fl2S/mole AIRine entering 
•oJes H20/mole amine entert~g 
Bottom V~or Composition: 
mole C02/mole Amine entering 
aole H2S/~ole Aaine entering 
moles H20/•ole Amine enterlr.g 
0.4607 
0. 0 611 
190. 
0.15 
negligible 
12-20 
22 
20 
24 
20.0 
150 
240. 
3.0 
1.11 
o. 3107 
0.06107 
1.1152 
3.035 
0.4607* 
0.0611* 
190. * 
0.12<) 
0.00168 
6* 
22• 
20 
24 
218 
150• 
240.7 
3.2 
1.17* 
0.3323 
0.595 
1. 288 
0.0317 
0.0014 
3.121 
*-ind1cai;;-;p;c1tt;d-va~;;;-remaining ___________________ _ 
are calculated by aode.l. 
H ~. R. ts Retlux ~ate. 
+ APM is Amine Process Moue! 
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fl.a.o.t A· Operating data tor an aqueous diethanolamine 
pl~nt ln high pressure natur~l gas service have been pre-
sented by Berthler (56). These data along with tne design 
calculations are presented in Table XIII • These data were 
obtained in tne early phases ot de¥elop•ent of the SNPA-OEA 
process. Substantially lower amine circulation rates are 
currently being used (29). The lean amine loadings used are 
those obtatnea atter regeneration, since no operating data 
for these has been provlaed. The comparison is excellent. 
Tne operating c1rcu1at1or rate is about 1.5 times the mini-
mum circulation rate (not snownJ calculated by the program. 
As expected, two theoret1cdl absorber trays are sutticient 
to bring the acid gas level to the specified concentration 
ln the sweetened gas. F1ve stripper equ111briua trays are 
required to strip the rich a~ine to the low concentrations 
required. In tne case of ~he stripper, a pressure drop ct 4 
psia was assuwed. Thls established the reboiler temperature 
at 213.1 de~ F, in excellent agreement with the operating 
result of 212 d~~ F. These results su~gest that the Amine 
Process Model adequately describes the design ot an amine 
sweetening unit. Complete tray by tray details of the 
results toi the absorber and stripper of th1s plant are 
included in AppendiX 8. 
fl~nt a. Wher. large qulnt1t1es ot C02 are absorbeo 
together with H2S, lower H2S levels are (29) obtainable ir. 
the product gas. Pertinent operating data on an absorber 
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TABl.F. XIII 
DESIGN ANU OPERATING N~SULTS FOR AN AOUEOUS 
DIETHANOLAMI~E PLANt IN HICH 
PRESSUR~ NATURAL GAS 
Sto;RVICE 
-~~--~----------------~-----~---------~~-------~------------Process Variable Operating 
Oata 
Calculated 
by A PMI 
---------------~--~~-~-~----------------------~----~--~-----
Gas Feed, MMSCFD 
Feed Gas analysts : 
H2S, 1 
C02, t 
Outlet Gas Analysis : 
H2S, 1 
C02, t 
Stea•, lb. /gal. sol 
ABSORBER : 
Lt~n Amine loadings, 
H2S, m~l/mol Amine 
C02, •ol/mol a111ne 
Rich A•1ne loadings, 
H2S, mol/mol a•ine 
C02, ~ol/mol a•lne 
No. of Trays 
Pressure, psig 
Rtch A•1ne Temp., deg F 
STRIPPER : 
Rich A11ine loadlngs, 
H2S, mol/mol amine 
C02, llol/mol amine 
lean A•1ne loadings, 
H2S, mol/mol amine 
C02, mol/mol a•lne 
No. of Trays 
Pressure, psiy 
~eboiler Teap., deg f 
35.5 
15.0 
10.0 
4.42.0E-4 
.l.974E-4 
0.995 
30 
.1000.0 
20 
25. 
212 .o 
35.5 
15.0 
10.0 
<l.E-3 
<l.E-3 
0.995 
·.0. 0219 
0.0063 
* 
* 
~c. 4231 * 
().2737 * 
2 
1000.0 
12~.s 
0.423 
0.213 
0.022 
0.0062 • 
25. 
213.1 * 
----~-----------------------~----------~~-~-~~--~-----~----
* indicates the values are calculated, 
remaining were speclfled. 
I APM - Amine Process Mode) 
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(tower packed with stoneware Rascblg rings) utilizing an 
aqueous d1ethanolam1ne solution to absorb both C02 and H2S 
have been presented by Kohl !nd Riesenfeld (29)~ The operat-
ing data have oeen co•pared w1th the predicted data ot a 
3-stage absorber. The results Shown 1n Table XIV alsc 
include a stripper run for ~hie~ data were not available. 
The predictions are close to the plant data fer all the 
absorber variables specifled. 
f.laD.t C· Typical design a11d performance data tor 
plants e~ployt~g the Fluor ~conamtne process (usin~ a Dlgly-
colaaine solution), as presented by Kohl and Riesenfeld are 
reproduced 1n Taole XV The A•1ne frocess Model st•ulatlo~ 
run results tor this case ace shown for comparison. The acio 
gas loadings of the lean amtne entering the absorber are the 
sa•e as those at the bottom ot the stripper. ThesE loadings 
have not been provided by tne designer and therefore no com-
parisons can be made. However t~e ccmpartson is sattstactor~ 
for the remaining variables. the solution circulation rate 
is approximately 1.5 times the minimum rate calculated by 
the program. Tne teeperature ~t rich amine leaving the con-
tactor predicted oy the computu- program is 8.5 aeg F lower 
than that reported by Holder (64). Clearly thls ~ifterence 
is a result ot ustng partial pressure data to predict heats 
ot absorption rather than using the value at infinite dilu-
tion. As shown in Table VI , three theoretical plates are 
necessary to bring the HlS level in the treated gas to the 
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required (0.25 gralns/lOu SCF) level. Also, only three 
stripper stages are sufficient to bring the H2S co[centra-
tion in the re~enerated a~lne to a level low eno~gh to be 
effective in the contactor. The calculated stripper temper-
atures are very close t~ those obtained by Holder. Since 
absolutely no quaternary systew data are available for DCA, 
the present s1mulat1on can oe very useful • 
.El~Jl.t li• Operating an<l calculated data tcr 3 ADIF 
plC!nts (using OIPA) are shown in Table XVI The 3 plants 
clean up the synthesis gas trom an oil gasification un1t, 
the gases from a catalytic cracking unit and off gases from 
gas oil hydrodesulfurizer r•spectively. The available data 
are incomplete and there.t ore the comparison can at oest be 
locked upon as an indicator ot expected performance. 
El.a.D.t £. Typical aesign and operating data for this 
comlllerctal installation was again obtained trom Kchl and 
R1esenfe1d (29). In thts case the plant treats a low pres-
sure natural gas with low acta gas content. The natural gas 
is to be vurilied to a very to~ H2S level. A 11\(2.15N) MEA 
has been used under these conditions. The resyJts of the 
p 1 a r, t s tmu 1 a t 1 on ( R e f e r T ao l e XV I I ) a r e c om p a r e d w 1 t h the 
o~erattng data. A9atn, the comparison is satisfactcry, indi-
cating the plant model 1s capable ot describing the process. 
The testgn calculations presented here are not cpt1m1zed, 
since the 01Jer:ating variaoles are set somewhat arbitrarily. 
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The operating amine circulation rate is about 1.3 times the 
minimum required in the ~rocess. The model alsc prea1cts 
the reboiler temperature ln the stripper within 1 c. 
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TABLE XIV 
CO~PARISON OF DATA FOR AUUEOUS DIETHANOLAMINE 
PLANT ABSORBER USED tO REMOVE 
H2s um 
-~~~~~-~-------~--~--~-~~---~---~~-~~----~~--~------~---~---~ 
Process Variable Run # 1 
Plant 
Data 
Calc. 
t<esults 
tor Run #1 
----~~--~--------- --~-~--~-----~-----
A.BSO~BER : 
Gas Feed, SCF/hr 87000 
Inlet Gas Temp, F 
Pressure, ps1Q 350 
Feed Cas Analysis : 
C02 1 1 15. 0 
H2S, ~ 0.2052 
Outlet Gas Analysis : 
C02 1 1 2. 5 
H25 1 1 0.0189 
Solution f(ate, 
(mol DEA/~ol gas in) 0.26 
Le~n Sot. Temp, F 
0 E A I w t • 1 3 5 • 00 
( 3 • 5N ) 
Lean Sol. Analysis : 
C02, mol/moi a•1ne 0.1241 
H2S, mol/•o1 am~ne 0.0025 
Rich Sol. AndlYsis : 
C02, mol/mol amine 0.5920 
H2S, 1101/mol amine 0.0084 
Rich Sol. Temp, F 
No. of Sta~:Jes 
81000 
95.0 
350 
15.0 
0.2052 
0.303* 
0.018* 
0.33#* 
113 
35.00 
(3.5N) 
0.1241 
,0.·,0025 
0. 5691 
0. 00 82 
155* 
2 
RUIJ #2 
Plant 
Data 
Calc. 
Results 
tor Run a2 
------------------
71900 
340 
15.0 
0.118 4 
4.2 
0.00314 
0.3583 
71900 
95.0 
340 
15.0 
0.1184 
0.002* 
0.001* 
0.504$ 
113 
41.00 41.00 
(4.0N) (4.0N) 
0.0407 0.0407 
0.00495 0.00495 
0.4238 0.4258 
0.0012 0.0013 
164* 
2 
-----------------------------------------------------------
* indicates calculated values. 
# m1n1mu~ solvent rate. 
S 1.1 times the calculated minimum solvent cate. 
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TAHLI.:: XV 
C OHP ARISO N OF DESIGN OA TA FOR FLU OR ECON.AMI NE 
PROCESS WITH taE RESULTS OF AMINE 
PROCESS HODEL 
_____ ,., __ ...., ___________________________ ...,. __ .., ____ ..., ______ . ______ ._. 
Plant Var1aole lllant Data APM# 
-----------~----~----------~-~---------~---~------------
Gas Feed, foi~SCFO 
Feed Gas Analysis : 
C02, \ 
H2S, \ 
Outlet Gas Analysis : 
C02, t 
H2S, '< o. 25 yrains/100 sc F) 
Sol~tlon Circulation Rate 
(60 wt. ~ or 6.2N DGA) 
mol Aaine/Nol gas treated 
Stcipptny Steam, lb./gal. 
Absorber : 
Nu11ber ot trays 
Temperature in, deg F 
Temperature out, deg F 
Pressure, ps1g 
Strl"per : 
Number ot Trays 
(J r e s sur e, p s 1 g 
Temperature Top, deg·F 
Rebotler Temperature, aey f 
Lean Sol. Analysts: 
C02, MOl/mol amine 
h2S, mol/mol amine 
Rich Sol. Analysts: 
C02, mol/mol amine 
~2S, •ol/mol amine 
100 
5 
5 
.0.0004 
0.3633 
20 
110 
180 
900 
18 + 4 
8 
220 
250 
100 
5 
0.00002* 
o.-oo oo es • 
0.3633 
1.5 
3 
110 
111.5• 
900 
3 
8 
220.5* 
252. 1• 
'·,0.091* 
0.0011• 
·.0.2299* 
C.l-100* 
------------------------------ .... -------~----------------·--
• indicates value is calculated. 
TASLE X VI 
COMPARISON OF OPERATING nATA OF ADIP PLANTS ~ITH 
THE RESULTS OF AMINE PROCESS MODEL 
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------------~---------------~----~---~--~--------------------Plant Plant lP"M Plant APM Plant APM 
Variable ff 1 w 2 • 3 --------------~---~---------------------~--------------------
Gas Feed, 
cu. f t/ hr. 700000 700000 85000 85000 1200000 1200000 
H2S, 
' 
0.5 0.5 10.4 10.4 ts.c 15.6 
C02, 
' 
s.s 5.5 2.5 2.5 
Absorber 
vress, p~ ta 364.7 364.1 194.1 294.7 313.1 313.7 
Absorber 
Te11p., F 104.0 95.·,0 104.·,0 
No. ot Trays 
in Absorber 25 2 20 4 15 2 
outlet Gas 
H2S, \ 0. 00 02 0 .o * 0.001 0.001* o. 01 0.001* 
C02, 
' 
o.o 0.-000 
Rich Amine 
Temp., F 146* 143* 126* 
A 11 111 e C 1 rc. 
Rate, 0.01 0.14 o, 0.173 0 .1971f 0.253 0.46911 
-----~--~--------------~-------------------------------------H - mtntmu• amine ctrculatton rate calculated by program. 
* - represent calculated values, rest are specified. 
APM - A•tne Process Model results. 
, - amine ci[culatton rate, 
in lb. moles amine/to. acles gas in. 
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1ABL.E XVII 
COMPARISON CF CALCULATED AND OFF.RATING RESUL1S FOR 
LOW PRESSURE NATURAL GAS TREATING 
PROCESSES 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Process Variable flant data 
Calculated 
Results 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Gas Feed, MMSCFD 
E2S COfltent, \ 
C02 con tent, t 
Outlet Gas Co•posttton : 
H2S COf'ltent, t 
C02 content, t 
Solvent Solution : 
1 7\ ME A ( 2 • 7 S N ) 
Rate of Flow 
(mol/mol of treated gas) 
ABSORBER : 
Number of Trays 
Temp. of Rich lstne, ae~ C 
Pressure, psig 
STRIPPER : 
Nu11ber ot Trays 
Pressure, psig 
Feed Tewp., deg C 
50 
0.25 - 0.284 
0.30 - 0.40 
3.2E-5 - 4.8E-4 
0.0176 - 0.0264 
23 
200 
20 
12 
93.3 
Still Top Temperature, aey C 
Reboiler Temperature, deg C 
116.0 
121.0 
Steam Rate, lb. steam/gal. sol 1.2 
50 
0.268 
o. 350 
<4.()£-4 * 
<5. OE-4 * 
0.022 
3 
39.6* 
200 
5 
12 
93.0 
116.0* 
122.0* 
1.08 
-------------------------------------------------------------
* indicates values are c!lculated 
lemporat~re ana Concentration Profiles 
in the Contactor 
lOS 
The process design sche•e presented here assu•es that 
the gas ana liquid streams !eavin~ a plate have the same 
te•perature (thermal efficiency= lOO percent). This is not 
necessarily tru~. The gas ana liquid tem~eratures depend on 
how complete the heat transter process is. However from 
basic mass and heat transter t~eory one can de~uce that 
thermal stage etficiencles general!~ are greater than mass-
equilibration etficiencte~. In any case, incomplete thermal 
equilibration on t~e plates would not change the plate 
requirement substantially, since the equilibrium partial 
pressures ot C02 and H2S are 1a~ortant on only the bottoa 
plates. 
Host amine process calcul~tiQns assume that ell ot the 
heat of absorptiori 1s carried down with the liquid phase and 
that the sensinle beat ot tne vapor is negligible. This 
assu•ption ts close to reality because of the high 
liquid-to-gas ~atios encountered in the amine absorbers and 
especially lor the overall erthal~y balance through wh1ch 
the effluent liquid temperature is found. However, the temp-
erature protile for intermediate plates in the column is 
influenced by tne vapor neat capacity, in addition to the 
heats of reaction and heat capacity of the solution. 
To study this etfect ~nd to further confirm the Amine 
Process Mode] some runs were ma~e based on the data pre-
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se~ted by ~ohl and Hiesenteld (29). Kchl end H1esenteld 
present test data tor an etbanolamine absorber treating a 
gas at 540 ps ta contai n1 ng 4 percent C02 a11d ,o. a percent 
H2S, wh1ch provides inlet and etfluent a~ine temperatures ot 
105 and 175 deg F, respectively whilst develop1ng an inter-
nal temperature bulge to 230 deq F at a point a few plates 
above the bottom. Also, tne reported profiles were made on 
towers handling a mixture of glycol and amine, and may or 
may not be exactly typical of an amine contactor. Neverthe-
less, the Amine Process ~ooel calculations for the absorber 
show a similar trend in teaperat~re and concentration pro-
files. 
When gas streams contalnlny relatively large amcunts ot 
actd gases (over 5 percent) are pur1f1ea, the Q~antity ot 
solution required is normally so large that the purified gas 
ts cooled by the lean solution at the top of thE column to 
within a tew degrees of the temperature ot the lean solu-
tion. Nearly all of the heat ct reaction is taker up by the 
sol~tion, wh1ch leaves the ccluan at an elevated tempera-
ture. Typical teMperature anc concentration profiles for an 
absorber of this type are show~ in Figure 28 These tempera-
ture and con~entratton prottie~ are similar to the plant 
data ~resellted by Kohl ana R1esen1eld (29). The temperature 
"b~lge" ts the result of the inlet gas obtaining heat troa 
the hot loaded amine near the tower bottom and then losing 
thts heat to amt~e htvher in the column. This serves to pre-
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heat the a•tne co•tng down the colu•n and allows the neat of 
absorption to take the a•tne to a still higher te•perature. 
The a•ine ts then cooled aown to 1t5 effluent te•~erature on 
the lowest plates by losing heat to the gas, which will 
carry heat back up the column. This effect can ir,crease the 
plate and a•ine require•ent somewhat. Another aspect ot a 
te•perature bulge ts that 1t seriously co•plicates a stage 
to stage calculation •ethod. 
~hen •ore dilute gases (<C.S' acid gas) are purified, 
the quantity of gas •ay be so large, relative to the aass ot 
solution, that the heat capacity' ot the gas can be •ore 
important than that of the liquid, causing temperature to 
decrease downward. In this case the ~as leaving the contact 
zone will carry acre of tne heat whtc~ is generated than 
will the solution. The tempetature ana concentration pro-
files are illustrated in figure 29 where tne sclution is 
cooled to a~proxtmately the te•perature ot the tn coming gas 
before it leaves the colu11n. The calculated protlles are 
si•ilar to those presentea oy 'ohl and Riesenteld tor sucn a 
case. 
Cowparison of Regenerated Amine Loadings 
with Em~ir1caJ 'otr£lat1ons 
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Fitzgerald and Richardson (59) have carried out a study 
based on plant data gathered from a dozen operating MEA 
treating units to deter~lne the effect ot H2S to C02 ratio 
and regenerator heat input on the residual hydrogen sulfide 
and carbon dioxide content ot the lean MEA solutton. The 
para•eter commonly used in the sour gas treating industry to 
express heat tnput to the regen~ratcr is the strippiny steam 
rate expressed 1~ pounds ot steaa per gallon of lean amine 
circulated. It 1s also an tnatcator of the vapor-liquid 
traffic at the bottom of the regenerator. The Fitzgerald and 
Richardson corrrelattons cleacly deaonstrate a trtnd towards 
increased stripping of hydrogen sulfide tram the lean amine 
solution with decrease in the ratio of H2S to C02. ThesE 
data also illustrate an apparent asymptotic limit to resi-
dual hydrogen sulfide stripping from MEA with increased 
regenerator heat input (49). Fi~ure 30 shows compartsons tor 
two ot the commercial plants in Fitzgerald and Richardson's 
study. The Amine Process ModeJ runs were made with five and 
six theoretical stages toe each of the two plants. The 
trends shown are similar to those displayed by the Fitzger-
ald and Richardson correlat1on. 
Figure 31 presents a cross plct ot data illustrated i~ 
F1gure 30, tn a more usable tore. Considering the largE 
nuaber of influencing varl~les, •any of which escape proper 
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def1~1tion, the~e data correlate exceptionally well. F1qure 
31 predicts expected lean solution residual hydrogen sulfide 
content at any stripping steam rate, tor averagE sol~tlon 
load1n9s 1 amine concentrations and regeneration temperatures 
and pressures encountered 1n MF.A plants. The ccnc!ustons 
drawn fro• FigurEs 30 and 31 are summarizeo by F1tzgeralo 
and Richardson (59). 
As reported oy ~addox (41), Fitzgerald and ~ichardson 
also studied the etfect of steam stripping rate and H2S tc 
C02 ratio in tne sour gas on the retention ot C02 in the 
stripped am1ne solution. The C02 loading in the regenerateo 
amine is only marginally intluenced by H2S to C02 rati6s (in 
plant feed) when the ratio ls small(<l.O). ThiS asymptotic 
trend is illustrated by F1gure 32 Figure 32 presents the 
correlation they derived trom their studies on operating 
plants and the results obtained troa the computer simulation 
model. Fitzgerald and Rtcharason ccrrected their plots tc a 
reboiler te•perature of 252 deg F, corresponding to an aver-
a~e regeneration pressure ot 11 ps1g, while the Amine Pro-
cess Model results are not. Nevertheless the agreEment bet-
ween calculated and cor related sets of data 1 s excellent. 
The information provided by t"tyures 31 and 32 1s vital to 
the process design ot a•tne treating units. 
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CHAPtER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND ~ECOMMENOATIONS 
Cone lustons 
The tollowlrY conclus1ons can be drawn based on the 
results ot this study: 
1. The reaction equ111ortua approach ot 
predicting partlal pressures of C02 ana H2S 
over C02-H2S-Ethanolamtne-Water syste•s is 
convenient and useful. 1he Kent-Eisenberg 
11odel, wh tch uses the above approach, was 
extended to cover tne a•tnes not consioered 
by the original authors. 
2. A new •odel, tne Actd-tas ARline Equilibrium 
~odel, based on the oo•inating reactions ot 
an C02-H2S-Ethano1aatne-water systea has been 
develuped. 
J. The new Acid Gas-A•tne eQUilibriuM •odel is 
capable of predicttrg pattlal pressures ot 
acid gas over etnanoJa•ir.e ~o1utions ~tth 
fair accuracy. The new model perfor•s as good 
as any existing tn the literature and Is in 
~any cases aore accurate. 
4. Algorithms for carrying out process 
calculations ot an a•ine contactor, 
regenerator, and tlash drum have been 
p resented. 
5. A computer pro~ram wnich perfcr•s process 
calculations toe a tYPical gas-sweetening 
plant was written ana tested by data from 
several operating plants. The agreeaert 
bet~een the calculated results and operating 
data is excellent. The •athe•atical 
relations adequat~ly describe the s1gn1t1cant 
process behavior. 
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6. The Amine Process ~odel was utilized to 
demonstrate the st~nlficant tactors in the 
absorption and stripping of acid gases using 
ethanola111nes. 
1. 
8. 
The 111odular 
well sui ted 
simulatlng 
sweetening 
The Amine 
provides a 
study of 
operations 
nature ot the program mak£s it 
t~, and flexible enough for, 
other configurations of gas 
units. 
Process ~odel computer program 
powerful tool toe optidizattcn and 
ethanola•ine sweetening plant 
and des tgn. 
Re co 11ua en da t 1 on s 
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The tollowing reco•mendations are made on the basis of 
the results of the Acid Cas-Amine Equilibrium Model: 
1. The Acid Cas-Amlne equilibrium Model is based 
on two fitted constants Kl and K2, which are 
derived by correlating the ternary systems 
(H2S-Amine-H20 and co2-Amine-Water), and 
consequently preatct these data better. 
Almost always quatel·nary system data (IUS-
C02-H20•Amine) are used in process 
calculations. Tneretore, when available, 
these quaternary system data should be titted 
to de r 1v e constants Kl and K2. I11proved 
predictton capabilities can be expected tor 
the mixed system. However, the prediction 
errors are corresponaingly highec for the 
ternary system. 
2. Tbe stins1t1vtty ot tte eQUillbrium ~odels to 
Kl ana K2 has been demonstrated. The values 
ot these constants also depend on whether 
~artial pressura data are fitted assuming 
loading or vice versa. An improved fit is 
also expected 1f smoothed data are used. 
Moreover, an 1nvest1qatton of how the 
closeness of fit criterion used retlects on 
the quality of tit cbtatned should be aade. 
~hen partial pressure and acid gas loadings 
ace simultaneously fitted, the use of 
weighting factors is reco•mended. Obviously, 
a co•prehenstve and syste•atic study ot all 
these factors can result in improved fits of 
data. 
3. The major problem tn correlating vapor-Jtq~id 
eQuilibrium in aquecus solutions of weak 
electrolytes is the estimation of the 
activity coefttcte~ts of the ionic species. 
Although a nu•ber ot aodels have bee~ 
proposed, the determination of the paraEeters 
in a new case is not a simple matter. This 
problem occurs in the application of the 
tunda•ental thermodynamics to alkanolamire 
solutions conta1n1ng H2S and C02. As an~ when 
these para•~ters becoae available correlation 
models can be suojected to a more rtgcrous 
ttlermocynaruc appr oacn. 
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The following reco•mendat1ons are made ~ith regard to 
the Amine Proces~ ~odel: 
1. The solubility oata tor methane and ethane in 
monoethanolamine an~ dt-ethanolamine 
s~lutions are reported 1n the literature. The 
t~pe and concentrations ot amine, 
temperature, and presence of hydrogen 
sulph1de and carbon dioxide a.ffect the 
methane and ethane solubility. Knowledge of 
the amounts ct hydrocarbon gas in the amine 
stream is necessary for a more complete and 
better desi~n of the sweetening system and 
associated Claus sulfur recovery unit. This 
solubility ettect needs tc be included in the 
process calculations of the Amine Process 
~odel. 
2. The pcoble~ ot recycle convergence has not 
been considered in the Amine Process Model. 
Cyclic processes involve the return ct 
•aterial and energy fro• a later point in the 
systea to an earlier point and since the 
recycled stream may result in a change in the 
fee~ rate, compos1t1on, temperature or phase 
s~lit to the different aodules that have been 
previously c~lculated, the solution requires 
a reevaluation ot the process syste•• ~nile 
several recycle convergence acceleration 
algorithlls are available, the m()dified 
S()unde~ Wegstetn Method (55) is reportedly 
superior. It can result in reduction ()f 
co•puter time and process iterations. 
J. The Awine Process Eodel ,rovldes a powerful 
tool to study and optimize the ethanolamire 
s~eete~ing processes. The effect of several 
process variables can be very easily 
assessed. Also, pertine~t problems liKe the 
hydrogen sulftae selectivity of vario~s 
ethanolamines can be investigated. A proper 
combin!tlor ot theoreticcl contact stages, 
acid ~as loadinys and amine Circulation rates 
can result in a selective H2S reeoval 
pl'ocess. 
4. The potential ot otter design approaches to 
simulating the ethanolamine sweetening 
process should be explored. A kinetic 
approach whereby each stage is viewed as a 
backmlx reactor incorporating residence times 
looks very favorable. Fer thls type ct 
approach a different kinetic •cdel will nave 
to be developed. 
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The calculations in this work employed physical and 
ther•al properties available tn 
Specittcally vapor pressure, 
various literaturE sources. 
heat capacitY and specific 
gravity data are reQuired. 
lalil~ fLd.1.u.~: The vapor pressure of the ethanola· 
mines and water is estimated throuyh use of the Antoine 
equation, 
where., 
and., 
In P = A + 8/(T + C) 
P = vapor pressure, •• Hg 
T = telllperature, deg c 
A, B, and C are constants obtained from Table 
XVIII 
For DGA and DIPl the grapnical data obtained were fit-
tad usin9 a non-linear regression technique. 
UA•l C~2~~ll~ ~~g £~oal~~= The values ot heat capac-
tty ot water vapor and air/inerts are computed bY use of the 
ideal-gas heat capacity equation. 
ideal heat capacity equat1on provides 
An integraticn of the 
the enthalpy tor the 
gas. The constants tor this equation are shown in Table XIX 
The ~eat capacity tor var1ous concentrations of et1'1anola11ine 
solutions ace obtained as functions ot temperature from Kohl 
and Riesenfeld (29}. 
SQ~.c.l1J~ G~a~U~: Tne specUtc gravtt.Y data tor the 
various ethanolas1ne solutions ls obtained as t~nctton of 
TABLE XVIII 
CONSTANTS FOR ANTOINE EQUATION 
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--------------------------------------------------------H20 MEA OE.l DIPl OGA 
___ ...., ..... +- .. --.. -· ........ +-------------+---........... ~ .... .-............. _.._ __ +--------.... 
I I I I I 
.A I 18.3036 I 17.8174 
' 
18.70 4 I 16.492 I 16.916 
B I 3816.44 I 3988 .J 3 I 5331.54 I 3492.66 I 4014.78 
c I -4 6.13 I 18 6. 22 I 173.3 I 132.42 I 141.12 
Ref. I ( 67) I (67) I ( 11) I (29) I (29) 
I I I I I 
--------------------------------------------------------
TABLE .XIX 
IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACitY EQUATION CONSTANtS 
Cp = A + H*T +C*t 2 + D*T 3 
(Cp in cal. per gra• •ole ~, T in deg K) 
A I 8*103 I C*l05 I 0*109 I Ret. 
--.............. -----.+-- ----- ........ ---- --+ ----... --• .-.- ............ +-------
Water Vapor 
Atr 
Methane* 
I I 
I e.22 I .015 I .134 I - I (10) 
I 6.113 I .0469 I .1141 I -.469 I (69) 
I 8.2 I 1.307 I .0875 I -2.63 J (69) 
I I a I I 
-- .. ·------.... ------ ........ ----------- ___ ... _ .. __________ ._ _____ --·-
* -- teaperature in deq C 
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teaperature from Gas Condittonlng Fact Book (68) and KohJ 
and Riesenfeld (29). 
l:l.aa.ta g1 Beas;l1mH Tne reaction heat ot solution bet-
ween actd•gas constituents and the absorbing sclution is 
estieated by the method proposed by Crynes and Ma~dox (31). 
The method uses equ111br1u• partial pressure data for calcu-
lating the heat of reaction. the accuracy of this heat ot 
react1on data is limited only by the accuracy and reliabil-
ity cf the eQu111br1u• data ~sed to derive the val~es. 
The relationship used ts, 
where, 
and, 
ln ppR/ppB~O = KR/R(l/~0 1/T) 
T is teeperature ln deg R. 
ppB ts partial pressure of a component, 
R is gas constant 
0 represents an tn1tlal condition. 
APPENDIX B 
TYPICAL RESULTS Of PLANT SI~ULATION 
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* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
*STATISTICS* 001 DIAGNOSTICS THIS STEP : 
<DO YOU WANT TO RUN THE INTERACTIVE <TSO> VERSION? 
NTER Y OR N> 
ENTER/REENTER OPTION: 
!=ABSORBER ONLY;2=REGENERATOR ONLY;3=FLASH ONLY~4=PLANT SIM> 
2 
<ENTER • STAGES IN REGENERATOR> 
3 
<ENTER AVERAGE PRESSURE <IN PSIA> IN REGENERATOR> 
22.7 
<A PRES DROP OF 5 PSI IS BEING ASSUMED ACROSS REGEN> 
<ENTER 1 IF CHANGE IS TO BE MADE; 0 IF NO CHANGE> 
1 
D 
<ENTER STEAM RATE TO REBOILER <IN LBS STEAM/GAL 
1 
1. 5 
<ENTER AMINE TYPE USED IN THE SWEETENING) 
3 
<ENTER NORMALITY OF AMINE AND WT ~ AMINE> 
6.2 
1 
60. 
<ENTER 
203. 
TEMP OF FEED <IN DEG F> TG REGEN> 
SOL>> 
<ENTER C02 AND H2S LOADINGSCMOLE/HOLE AHINE>OF FEED> 
.• 2299 
.14 
<IS A SIDE STREAM FROM REGEN INCLUDED?l=YES,O=NO> 
·o 
<WANT TO CHANGE CONDENSER TEMP?) 
CDEFAULT VALUE IS 35 DEG C (203 DEG F);l=YES,O=NO) 
? 
0 
REGENERATOR SPECIFIFICATIONS : 
============================ 
AMINE USED : DGA 
NORMALITY OF AMINE USED= 6.20 N COR 60.00 WT. PCT.) 
AVERAGE OPERATING PRESSURE = 
TOP PRESSURE = 
BOTTOM PRESSURE = 
22.70 PSIA 
20.20 PSIA 
25.20 PSIA 
TEMPERATURE OF FEED = 95.00 DEG. C <OR 203.00 DEG. F> 
LOADINGS OF FEED STREAM : 
C02 LOADING = 
H2S LOADING = 
AMOUNT OF STEAM TO REBOILER = 
<OR 
TEMP OF REFLUX FROM CONDENSER 
0.2299 MOLES C02/MOLE AMINE 
0.1400 MOLES H2S/MOLE AMINE 
1.50 LBS. STEAM/ GAL. AMINE 
1.76 MOLE STEAM/MOLE AMINE> 
<SPECIFIED OR DEFAULT VALUE> = 95.00 DEG. C 
<OR 203.00 DEG. F> 
NUMBER OF STAGES FIXED/CALCULATED = 3 
SIDESTREAM FROM STAGE 0 FROM TOP <NOT COUNTING CONDENSER> 
SIDESTREAM SPLIT RATIO = 0.0 LB. MOLES REMOVED/LB. MOLES REMAINING 
BASIS FOR REGEN CALCULATIONS:1 LB. MOLE AMINE IN FEED 
****************SUMMARY OF REGENERATOR CALCULATIONS**************** 
STAGE t 1 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE 105.37 DEG. C COR 221.67 DEG. F) 
STAGE PRESSURE = 20.20 F'SIA 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID ENTERING STAGE • • 
C02 LOADING = 0.22990 MOLES C02/MOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.14000 MOLE H2S I MOLE AMINE 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID LEAVING STAGE • • 
C02 LOADING = 0.23513 HOLES C02/MOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.03121 MOLES H2S/MOLE AMINE 
TOTAL LIQUID LEAVING STAGE = 4.89407 LB. MOLES 
VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS <LEAVING STAGE> 
C02 = 0.1400 LB. MOLES 
H2S = 0.1389 LB. MOLES 
STEAM = 0.5400 LB. MOLES 
TOTAL VAPOR LOADING = 0.8190 LB. MOLES 
HOLES STEAM/MOLE ACID GAS IN VAPOR = 1.94 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i 
STAGE t 2 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE 116.15 DEG. C <OR 241.07 DEG. F) 
STAGE PRESSURE = 22.70 PSIA 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID ENTERING STAGE • • 
C02 LOADING = 0.23513 MOLES C02/HOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.03121 MOLE H2S / MOLE AMINE 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID LEAVING STAGE • • 
C02 LOADING = 0.16233 HOLES C02/HOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.00578 HOLES H2S/HOLE AMINE 
TOTAL LIQUID LEAVING STAGE = 4.89407 LB. MOLES 
VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS <LEAVING STAGE) • • 
C02 = 0.1454 LB. MOLES 
H2S = 0.0301 LB. HOLES 
STEAM = 1.0779 LB. HOLES 
TOTAL VAPOR LOADING = 1.2535 LB. HOLES 
MOLES STEAM/MOLE ACID GAS IN VAPOR = 6.14 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i 
STAGE 4 3 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE 122.32 DEG. C <OR 252.18 DEG. F) 
STAGE PRESSURE = 25.20 PSIA 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID ENTERING STAGE 
C02 LOADING - 0.16233 MOLES C02/MOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.00578 MOLE H2S / MOLE AMINE 
..... 
w 
CXl 
LOADINGS OF LIQUID LEAVING STAGE : 
C02 LOADING = 0.08954 MOLES C02/MOLE AMINE 
H2S LOADING = 0.00109 MOLES H2S/MOLE AMINE 
TOTAL LIGUID LEAVING STAGE = 
VAPOR CONCENTRATIONS <LEAVING STAGE) 
C02 = 0.0728 
H2S = 0.0047 
STEAM = 1.7594 
TOTAL VAPOR LOADING = 1.8368 
MOLES STEAM/MOLE ACID GAS IN VAPOR = 
4.89407 LB. MOLES 
LB. 
LB. 
LB. 
LB. 
MOLES 
MOLES 
MOLES 
MOLES 
22.71 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~ 
**** REGENERATOR CALCULATIONS END FOR 3STAGES********* 
1 
1 
1 
<<DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE?) 1=YES,2=N0) 
ENTER/REENTER OPTION: 
!=ABSORBER ONLY;2=REGENERATOR ONLY;3=FLASH ONLY;4=PLANT SIM> 
CENTER AMINE TYPE USED IN THE SWEETENING> 
Cl=MEA;2=DEA;3=DGA;4=DIPA) 
1 
3 
<ENTER NORMALITY OF AMINE AND WT % AMINE> 
6.2 
? 
60. 
<ENTER ABSORBER PRESSURE<IN PSIA)) 
914~7 
<ENTER 1 IF t STAGES ARE TO BE CALCULATED 
2 IF t STAGES ARE TO BE FIXED AND RESIDUE GAS COMPOSITION IS TOBE COMPUTED> 
? 
2 
<ENTER t OF STAGES<INTEGER>> 
3 
<ENTER 1 IF AMINE CIRC RATE IS TO BE FIXED> 
2 IF MIN. AMINE CIRC RATE IS TO BE CALCULATED> 
1 
<ENTER OPERATING AMINE CIRCULATION RATE> 
? 
.• 3633 
<ENTER INLET GAS TEMPR<DEG C> 
AND INLET GAS COMP.<IN MOLE FR.) OF C02 AND H2S RESP.) 
35-•. 
? 
s. 
5. 
<ENTER INLET AMINE TEMP<IN DEG C);) 
C02 AND H2S LOADING ) 
? 
40. 
.0011 
<ENTER MURPHREE STG EFF.CIF ANY> FOR C02 AND H2S RESP> 
? 
100. 
100. 
THE RIGOROUS CALCULATIONS PROGRAM CONVERGED 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUILIBRIUM STAGES SPECIFIED/COMPUTED = 3 
MINIMUM AMINE CIRCULATION RATE = 0.2204LB MOLES AMINE/LB MOLES GAS IN 
OPERATING AMINE RATE = 0.3633LB MOLES AMINE/LB MOLES GAS IN 
************************************************************************************ 
***********************************************************************************~ 
SUMMARY OF FLASH/EQUILIBRIUM ABSORBER CALCULATIONS 
INLET SPECIFICATIONS MADE : 
INLET GAS COMPOSITION : C02 = 5.00PCT 
H2S = S.OOPCT 
INLET AMINE LOADING : C02 = 0.090MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
H2S = 0.001HOLE/MOLE AMINE 
EFFLUENT GAS PURITY : C02 LESS THAN O.OOPCT 
H2S LESS THAN O.OOPCT 
ABSORBER PRESSURE = 915.PSIA 
INLET GAS TEMPERATURE = 35.0DEG C 
INLET AMINE TEMPERATURE = 40.0DEG C 
NORMALITY OF AMINE USED = 6.2N <OR60.00WT. PERCENT) 
HEAT CAPACITY OF AMINE = 0.92BTU/DEG F-LB SOLN 
HEATS OF ABSORPTION : C02 = 850.BTU/LB 
H2S = 674.BTU/LB 
MURPHREE STAGE EFFICIENCY : C02 = 100.00PERCENT 
H2S = 100.00PERCENT 
***********************************************************************************~ 
***********************************************************************************~ 
STAGE NUMBER : 1 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE = 71.6DEG C 
USING MURPHREE STAGE EFFICIENCY C02 = 100.PERCENT 
H2S = 100.PERCENT 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS IN: C02 = 2364.53MM.HG ( OR 0.05000MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
H2S = 2364.53MM.HG COR 0.05000MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS OUT : C02 = 8.78MM.HG COR 0.00017MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
H2S = 197.26MM.HG COR 0.00377MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
GAS LOADING OF ENTERING AMINE ; C02 = 0.0905MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
H2S = 0.0115MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
GAS LOADING OF LEAVIMG AMINE : C02 = 0.2276MOLE/HOLE AMINE 
H2S = 0.1387MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
***********************************************************************************~ 
STAGE NUMBER : 2 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE = 43.2DEG C 
USING MURPHREE STAGE EFFICIENCY : 
H2S = 
C02 = 100.PERCENT · 
100.PERCENT 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS IN: C02 = 
H2S = 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS OUT : C02 = 
H2S = 
GAS LOADING OF ENTERING AMINE ; C02 -
H2S -
. GAS LOADING OF LEAVIMG AMINE : C02 = 
H2S = 
8.78MM.HG ( OR 0.00017MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
197.26MM.HG COR 0.00377MOLE/MOLE GAS IN) 
0.01MM.HG COR O.OOOOOMOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
0.37MM.HG COR 0.00001MOLE/MOLE GAS IN> 
0.0900MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
0.0011MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
0.0905MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
0.0115MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
***********************************************************************************~ 
2 
STAGE NUMBER : 3 
TEMPERATURE OF STAGE = 40.3DEG C 
USING MURPHREE STAGE EFFICIENCY : 
H2S = 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS IN: C02 = 
H2S = 
C02 = lOO.PERCENT 
lOO.PERCENT 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF GAS OUT : C02 = 
H2S = 
GAS LOADING OF ENTERING AMINE ; C02 = 
H2S = 
GAS LOADING OF LEAVIMG AMINE : C02 = 
H2S = 
40.03221 
O.OlHH.HG < OR O.OOOOOHOLE/HOLE GAS IN> 
0.37HH.HG <OR 0.00001HOLE/HOLE GAS IN> 
O.OOHH.HG <OR O.OOOOOHOLE/HOLE GAS IN> 
0.03HH.HG <OR O.OOOOOHOLE/HOLE GAS IN> 
0.0900HOLE/HOLE AMINE 
0.0011MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
0.0900MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
0.0011MOLE/MOLE AMINE 
<<DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE?> 1=YES,2=NO> 
READY 
lPPE NU lJC C 
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In tht case of a non-linear relation or procedure, 
taplicit ~n the syste• variables being solved tor, an iter-
ative tech~tque •ust be usea. The ~ewton-Raphson •ethod waa 
suitably moatfied for use. 
Figure 33 shows the graph of an error tunctton, E, 
det1ned as the difference between the quantity co•puted fro• 
the calculation procedure ~1nus the quantity assu•ed versus 
the guessed(a~su•ed) values ot the quantity. The a~swer to 
the problem is the value ot tne assuaed quantity at which 
this error tunction goes to zero. The Newton-Raphson method 
is a convergence accelerator which is based on two initial 
guesses tor the quantity betng sclved for and a linear 
extrapolatt~n for the error tunctlon co•puted fro• these 
I 
two guesses. This extrapotat1on gives the next value ot the 
variable to be assu•ed. Tne general recursive relation is 
t.her e tore: 
En+l = 0 = ~n + (Tn+l - Tn)dEn/dT 
and, 
dEn/dT = (En t:n-1)/(Tn Tn-1) 
so that, 
Tn+t = Tn - ~n(Tn Tn-1)/(En En-1) 
--· --
I 
I 
I 
-----.t--
1 I 
------l--+--J 
I I 
I 
figure 33. Newton-Rapbson Convergence 
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